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Executive Summary 

This report describes a group of Income Support recipients who are of particular interest to 

policy makers concerned with the design and delivery of policies relating to welfare payments 

and labour market assistance for people with disability. Specifically, it examines individuals 

in receipt of either Disability Support Pension (DSP) or Newstart Allowance (NSA) who are 

assessed as having a restricted work capacity – formally, a work capacity bandwidth (WCB) 

of 15 to 29 hours per week – as a result of their disabilities.  

Centrelink data over the period 2005-2011 are used to present a detailed picture of socio-

demographic characteristics, Income Support duration and participation in paid employment 

for this group of clients in comparison with various other groups including DSP and NSA 

recipients with a lower assessed work capacity and NSA recipients with no disability-related 

restrictions in their work capacity. The impact on claim duration and employment of a 2006 

welfare to work reform – steering most new claimants assessed as having a WCB of 15-29 

hours per week onto NSA rather than DSP – is then examined.  

The report draws the following conclusions:  

1) On average, individuals with a restricted capacity to work (a WCB of less than 30 hours 

per week) face multiple disadvantages. 

2) The socio-demographic profile of Income Support recipients with a restricted capacity to 

work has not changed much between 2005 and 2011. 

3) For individuals with the same assessed WCB, the duration of DSP spells is longer on 

average than the duration of NSA spells. Spell duration also tends to be higher for those with 

a lower WCB, i.e. those with a more restricted work capacity.  

4) It is quite common for clients on either DSP or NSA assessed as having a WCB of 15-29 

hours per week to participate in paid employment, in some cases over sustained periods of 

time. 

5) For clients with a WCB of 15-29 hours per week, the 2006 welfare to work reform 

substantially increased the probability of ending an Income Support payment spell and exiting 

Income Support. 

6) For clients with a WCB of 15-29 hours per week, the 2006 welfare to work reform 

increased the probability of ending an Income Support payment spell and switching to another 
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benefit. The magnitude of this effect was greater than the magnitude of the impact on Income 

Support exits. 

7) Income Support recipients with WCB 15-29 who exited Income Support as a result of the 

2006 reform subsequently returned to Income Support much faster than would have been the 

case, on average, without the reform. They usually returned to the same benefit type they had 

left before. 

8) Income Support recipients with a WCB 15-29 who remained on IS despite the reform were, 

on average, less likely to be employed and earned less than would have been the case without 

the WTW reforms. 
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1. Introduction 

Providing support for individuals with limited earnings capacity on grounds of disability is 

one of the most important objectives of a modern welfare state. Most industrialised countries 

provide some form of disability payment1 to at least partly replace earnings for those whose 

work capacity is limited due to disability or long-term health conditions. In Australia, the 

relevant payment is the Disability Support Pension (DSP) and there were 818,850 DSP 

recipients in June 2011 (FaHCSIA, 2011). In 2010-11 total expenditure on DSP was over 

A$13.3 billion, constituting nearly 15% of total expenditure on all major income support (IS) 

payments and benefits (ABS, 2012). 

Despite a consistently strong labour market over the last decade, employment rates for people 

with disability in Australia have remained low, and the number of people with disability in 

receipt of IS, particularly those in receipt of the DSP, has remained high. The dual problem of 

high IS recipiency rates and low employment rates for people with disability is critical for 

social and economic policy in Australia, and there is a clear desire on the part of government 

to restrain the growth in the number of people with disability reliant on IS and, if possible, 

encourage existing recipients with some work capacity into (or back into) the labour market. 

Policy makers are faced with a number of difficult trade-offs in designing policy in this area. 

Reforms that aim to increase labour supply incentives by increasing the conditionality of IS 

payments or by reducing their level of support (e.g. Newstart Allowance (NSA) compared to 

DSP) risk exacerbating the already high levels of poverty experienced by people with 

disability in Australia (see OECD, 2010), at least in the short term. On the other hand, 

employment offers the most likely route out of poverty for many of those with a reduced work 

capacity. Reforms that seek to support people with disability find or retain employment are 

also likely to be expensive and may have little impact on those with little capacity to work or 

those that might have found/retained work in any case.  

Given these trade-offs, a ‘one-size-fits-all’ policy is unlikely to be optimal. Instead, financial 

assistance and employment support services tailored to each individual – based on an accurate 

assessment of capacity to work – in such a way as to offer a sufficient level of support for 

                                                 

1 According to the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health, disability refers to 
difficulties encountered in any or all of the following three areas of functioning: (i) impairments: problems in 
body function or alterations in body structure (e.g. paralysis or blindness); (ii) activity limitations: difficulties in 
executing activities (e.g. walking or eating); (iii) participation restrictions: problems with involvement in any 
area of life (e.g. facing discrimination in employment or transportation) (WHO, 2011). 
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those who need it while minimising disincentives to participate in the labour market for those 

with sufficient capacity for work, is likely to be preferable. Such policies are described by the 

OECD as “win-win”: helping to boost inclusion and incomes for people with disability whilst 

helping to reduce government expenditures and boost GDP (OECD, 2007). 

Over recent years Australia has been steadily reforming its IS system along these lines. A 

major step was taken with the Welfare to Work (WTW) reforms introduced in July 2006 (see 

DEEWR, 2008). Before these reforms, individuals had been eligible for DSP if their working 

capacity was assessed as being below 30 hours per week, without any activity requirements 

attached. Since the reform, eligibility for DSP for new applicants has been restricted to 

individuals with a working capacity of less than 15 hours per week.2 Individuals with a 

working capacity of 15 hours per week or more may instead receive NSA, with receipt of the 

payment conditioned on the recipient actively looking for work within the limits of their 

working capacity.3 The reforms also introduced Job Capacity Assessments (JCAs), which 

replaced a range of existing assessments previously used by Centrelink to determine capacity 

to work. Existing DSP recipients in a ‘transition group’ – those starting a period of DSP 

receipt between 11th May 2005 and 30th June 2006 – continued to be eligible to receive DSP 

under the old 30 hour rule. The eligibility for DSP for recipients in the transition group was 

subsequently reviewed under the new rules from mid-2007. Additional reforms aimed at 

boosting the participation of people with disability on IS and tightening the eligibility criteria 

for DSP have followed.4  

Assuming health-related and other barriers to employment for at least some individuals in this 

group can be overcome with time and appropriate support services, such reforms seem likely 

to increase the average level of labour market activity of those in the 15-29 hours work 

capacity bandwidth (WCB) group who may now receive NSA instead of DSP. On the other 

hand, if the employability of affected individuals is on average more restricted than 

                                                 
2 Eligibility for DSP also generally requires ten years’ residency in Australia (this rule was in place before the 
2006 Welfare to Work reform, and remains in place at the time of writing). 
3 Those deemed to have a ‘manifest DSP eligibility’ continued to be eligible for DSP. ‘Manifest eligibility’ is 
determined where a person’s claim clearly meets DSP eligibility requirements for reasons of permanent 
blindness, terminal illness, intellectual disability, nursing home level care requirement, category 4 HIV/AIDS 
and does not normally require a Job Capacity Assessment.  
4 For example, on 3 September 2011 a new qualification requirement for DSP was introduced so that all new 
claimants, other than those with a manifest eligibility or severe impairment (20 or more impairment points 
allocated under a single Impairment Table)  must have completed a program of support to assist them to find and 
maintain employment, during which time they may receive NSA. 
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previously thought, be it for (unrecorded) health reasons or other reasons, or is unresponsive 

to the support services offered, then the labour force participation effects of such reforms 

might be limited. Arguably, in terms of providing evidence that might guide future reforms in 

this area, the more we can learn about IS recipients assessed as having a restricted work 

capacity – their work-experience, their medical conditions, their socioeconomic 

characteristics etc. – and the more we can learn about the impacts of earlier reforms such as 

the 2006 WTW reforms, the better.  

This project sets out to provide such evidence: first, by providing descriptive statistics for 

NSA recipients assessed as having a partial capacity to work and DSP recipients assessed as 

having a WCB of 15-29 hours per week; and second, by examining the impacts of the 2006 

WTW reforms for this particular group. In the second respect we build on earlier evaluation 

evidence provided by DEEWR (2008) in a number of important respects, including estimating 

reform impacts against a defined counterfactual (i.e. against a reasonable estimate for what 

would have happened in the absence of the reforms), and looking at longer-term outcomes 

than was possible in the earlier DEEWR study.  

Specifically, the project will address the following research questions: 

1) What are the key characteristics (e.g. gender, Indigenous background, broad age 

group, accommodation/homelessness status, primary disability type) of jobseekers on NSA 

with disabilities and with a WCB of 15-29 hours per week and those with a WCB of 8-14 

hours per week? How does this vary over the 2005-2011 period? How do these groups 

compare to DSP recipients with similar WCBs and to NSA recipients with unrestricted work 

capacity? 

2) How long are individuals in the different groups in receipt of IS? Which disability 

types are most represented in the longer-term unemployed among the different groups? How 

does this vary over the 2005-2011 period? 

3) To what extent do individuals in these different groups participate in the labour market 

or in employment-related activities? How sustained are these behaviours within IS episodes? 

What recipient characteristics are associated with sustained employment-related behaviours 

within IS episodes? What are their labour market earnings? How does this vary over the 2005-

2011 period? 

Further, specifically for the group assessed as having a WCB of 15-29 hours per week, the 

project will address the following research question: 
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4) How did the 2006 WTW reforms impact on the following outcomes for IS claimants 

with disabilities who have a WCB of 15-29 hours? 

a. The duration of IS episodes for this group; 

b. The probability of exit (i) from IS, and (ii) to other IS payments; 

c. The duration ‘off IS’ for those that exit IS. 

d. The probability of re-entry to IS (i) to the same payment, and (ii) to another payment; 

e. The labour force participation and earnings of this group while still on IS, and the 

proportions on full-rate and part-rate payments; 

The remainder of this report is set out as follows. The following section discusses existing 

international research evidence on the employment behaviour of individuals with disabilities 

and how it is impacted by disability support institutions. Section 3 sets out details of the IS 

system for the relevant groups of recipients before and after the WTW reforms. Section 4 

introduces the data used for the analyses in the report – the Research and Evaluation Database 

(RED) – and discusses the research methodologies. Section 5 describes socioeconomic 

characteristics and medical conditions of different groups of IS recipients, their duration on IS 

and their employment activities. Section 6 presents the evaluation of the impact of the WTW 

reform on the outcomes listed above, and Section 7 concludes.  

 

2. Literature Review 

The discussion about the effects of disability pensions on labour force participation in the 

international academic literature dates back to the late 1970s. There had been a sharp rise in 

the number of people who were entitled for disability support payments and at the same time 

a sharp decline in labour force participation of the elderly in the United States (US) 

(particularly among men) in the previous decade.5 In a very influential study, Parsons (1980) 

estimated labour force participation as a function of the ‘wage replacement rate’, i.e. the 

amount of disability support payments in relation to previous labour market earnings, and 

                                                 
5 Note that, unlike DSP, the primary disability payment in the US – Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) 
– is contributory, with eligibility requiring a work history with payments to the relevant fund. The same is true of 
the primary disability payment in the UK.  
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concluded that disability pensions had been responsible for almost the entire decline in labour 

force participation. 

The Parsons study led to a vigorous debate in the academic literature. One of the main 

concerns was that the ‘wage replacement rate’ is typically low for individuals with high 

earnings potential and high for individuals with low earnings potential. It thus reflects not 

only the payment level of disability pensions, but also the individual’s labour market history, 

motivation, cognitive ability, health situation, their capacity to cope with health impairments 

for example due to family support, and other unobserved characteristics. The detrimental 

impact of disability pensions on labour market outcomes is thus likely to be overstated in the 

Parsons study and other similar studies of that era. 

The focus of the academic discussion has since been to find methods that identify the ‘pure’ 

effect of disability support pension payments, without the confounding effects of unobserved 

individual characteristics. Some studies used aggregate time-series data instead of micro data 

(e.g. Bound & Waidmann, 1992), others applied instrumental variable techniques (Haveman 

& Wolfe, 1984; Haveman, de Jong & Wolfe, 1991), some studies rely on the comparison of 

successful and rejected applicants for identification (Bound, 1989; Chen & van der Klaauw, 

2008; von Wachter, Song & Manchester, 2011; Giertz & Kubik, 2011). Another approach is 

to exploit variation in institutional settings over time, across regions and/or across industries 

for identification, (Black, Daniel & Sanders, 2002; Autor & Duggan 2003), and in case of 

experimental set-ups applying difference-in-difference-estimators (Gruber, 2000; Campolieti, 

2004; Mitra, 2009; de Jong, Lindeboom & van der Klaauw, 2011; Staubli 2012). The overall 

conclusion is that benefit levels have an important impact on labour market behaviour of the 

disabled, but that the magnitude of the effect is substantially lower than the earliest studies 

concluded.  

The variation in the estimated effect appears to result not only from the estimation method 

used, but also from other institutional factors that accompany variation in benefit levels. 

Gruber (2000) and Campolieti (2004) both analyse Canadian data, and both apply difference-

in-difference estimation. However, Gruber finds an elasticity of labour force participation 

with respect to disability benefits of -0.3, while Campolieti finds almost no response. 

Campolieti (2004) argues that this is because he analysed data from a period with high 

(medical) screening stringency, while Gruber analysed a period with low screening 

stringency. 
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Besides the effect of payment levels on labour force participation, other institutional 

characteristics such as the screening stringency, participation requirements, and earnings 

allowed without loss of disability pension payments have been the subject of research 

internationally, as have the impacts of anti-discrimination legislation. For example, studies for 

the US (Gruber & Kubik, 1997), South Africa (Mitra, 2009), the Netherlands (de Jong et al., 

2011) and Austria (Staubli, 2012) find that stricter medical screening increases labour force 

participation and employment substantially, comparable in magnitude to the effects of 

changes in benefit levels. Anti-discrimination legislation when studied in the US appears to 

have small, but positive effects on employment of the disabled (Acemoglu & Angrist, 2001; 

Burkhauser, Schmeiser & Weathers, 2012). Positive effects have also been found for 

allowable earnings (Campolieti & Riddell, 2012).  

One of the interesting features of the 2006 Australian WTW reform package is that it 

combined changes to a number of those institutions in one reform package: screening 

stringency increased, benefit levels decreased for people with disability assessed as capable of 

working for 15 hours or more per week. Participation requirements were also introduced for 

the latter group. Because each of those institutional changes has been previously found to 

increase labour force participation of people with disability in other countries, we might 

therefore expect to find that labour force participation of people with disability has increased 

as a result of the reform in Australia. But we also know from the international literature that 

what works in one labour market and institutional context does not necessarily work in 

another.  

The international literature also demonstrates the importance of using appropriate 

econometric methods in this context. In this case, the timing of the 2006 WTW reform 

enables us to use difference-in-difference-estimators, one of the preferred methods applied in 

the international literature on the labour supply effects of various institutional features of 

disability support pension systems (Gruber, 2000; Campolieti, 2004; Mitra, 2009; de Jong et 

al., 2011, Staubli, 2012).  

Using these methods our aim is to substantially extend the knowledge base regarding the 

labour force participation and related effects of the Australian DSP system, which is rather 

limited to date. While there is ample evidence for the weak labour market position of people 

with disability (Wilkins, 2004; Cai & Kalb, 2006; Long, 2012) and the persistence of this 

effect (Zhang, Zhao & Harris, 2009; Oguzoglu, 2010), there are gaps in our knowledge on the 

extent to which this is influenced by the system of financial support for people with disability 
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in Australia. One exception is Cai and Gregory (2004) who find that the response to changes 

in the eligibility criteria is strong, and that otherwise adverse labour market conditions are the 

main factor that drove applications for DSP in the 1980s and 1990s. Another is DEEWR’s 

own in-house evaluation report on the 2006 reforms published in 2008 (DEEWR, 2008). The 

report found that, on average, new IS recipients with a 15-29 hours WCB left IS faster and 

were more likely to have a job while still on IS than a comparison group entering IS in the 

years prior to the reforms. The DEEWR (2008) report, however, was limited in two particular 

ways. First, the report analysed data only up to 30th June 2007, with outcomes for IS 

recipients assessed at most six months after entry to the relevant payment. Second, in the 

absence of experimental evidence, the DEEWR study essentially used a ‘before and after’ 

comparison to estimate the impacts of the reforms, potentially confounding the impacts of the 

reforms with other changes over time that also impacted on IS duration and labour force 

participation (e.g. the strengthening labour market). Given these gaps in our Australia-specific 

knowledge, further research is clearly warranted.  

 

3. Income Support Before and After the 2006 Welfare to Work Reforms 

3.1. JCAs and Work Capacity Bandwidths 

Prior to the WTW reforms, capacity to work was assessed via several streams of assessments 

under the ‘Better Assessment and Early Intervention’ measure: (i) medical assessments that 

were undertaken by a medical practitioner, (ii) psychological assessments undertaken by a 

Centrelink psychologist, (iii) work capacity assessments conducted by an occupational 

therapist, physical therapist or similar, and (iv) Centrelink disability officer assessments 

(McMillan, 2008).6 

JCAs were created to integrate those streams into a single assessment pathway in order to 

reach a more holistic assessment of an individual’s circumstances and abilities. From 1 July 

2006, JCAs were used to assess capacity to work, to facilitate an assessment of eligibility for 

IS payments and associated activity requirements, and to help in recommending appropriate 

employment assistance and support (McMillan, 2008). A JCA is a comprehensive assessment 

of a person’s current and future work capacity in weekly-hours bandwidths (0-7 hours, 8-14 

                                                 
6 In the RED data, such assessments carried out prior to 1 July 2006 are treated as being equivalent to JCAs, 
although they are separately identified. 
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hours, 15-22, 23-29 hours, 30+ hours), including identification of a person’s barriers to 

employment and interventions that may be required to help them overcome those barriers 

(Parliament of Australia, 2006).  

JCAs were generally administered to individuals making a new claim for DSP, having an 

existing DSP claim reviewed, or those seeking exemption from participation requirements on 

NSA or other active payments on grounds of temporary incapacity or otherwise indicating to 

Centrelink or an Employment Service Provider that they face a barrier to employment 

(Parliament of Australia, 2006). While JCAs continue to be used for DSP claims and reviews, 

they have now been replaced by Employment Services Assessments (ESAts) for NSA claims 

(since 1 July 2011). However, for the period analysed in this report, JCAs were used to 

determine employment barriers for DSP claimants as well as NSA claimants. 

 

3.2. Work Capacity Bandwidths and Eligibility for Income Support Payment Types 

A necessary condition for qualification for DSP is that claimants must have a ‘continuing 

inability to work’ (CITW).7 For individuals who applied for DSP before the WTW reform, 

i.e. before 1 July 2006, this meant that they had to be unable to work 30 hours or more per 

week in the next two years. From 1 July 2006, a person must be unable to work for 15 hours 

or more per week in the next two years in order to have a CITW. For NSA recipients inability 

to work 30 hours or more per week is now defined as ‘partial capacity to work’ (although this 

term does not apply to DSP recipients). Parliament of Australia (2006, p. 19) describes partial 

capacity to work as follows: 

“Under section 16B of the Social Security Act 1991: A person has a partial capacity to work 

if: a) the person has a physical, intellectual or psychiatric impairment; and b) the Secretary 

of the Department of Employment and Workplace Relations (‘the Secretary’) is satisfied that: 

i) the impairment of itself prevents the person from doing 30 hours per week of work 

independently of a program of support within the next 2 years; and ii) no training activity is 

                                                 
7 Eligibility might also result from participation in a Supported Wage System program. The Supported Wage 
System enables employers to pay productivity based wages to people whose work productivity is significantly 
reduced as a result of the effects of their disability. 
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likely (because of the impairment) to enable the person to do 30 hours per week of work 

independently of a program of support within the next 2 years.”8  

DSP recipients in a ‘transition group’ – DSP claims started between 11 May 2005 and 30 June 

2006 – were subject to a mix of both rules: they were granted DSP under the old 30 hour rule 

and were assessed under the old assessment streams. They then had their eligibility for DSP 

reviewed by a JCA under the new 15 hours work capacity rule later on, with reviews 

beginning in mid-2007. Those determined to have a WCB of 15-29 hours per week as a result 

of this JCA reassessment were no longer eligible for DSP, but may have been eligible to 

receive NSA. Receipt of NSA is generally conditional on participation requirements to either 

work within one’s assessed capacity or to look for work within one’s assessed capacity and 

participate in recommended employment support services. NSA is paid at a lower rate than 

DSP, although people with a restricted (partial) work capacity may be eligible for additional 

benefits and services such as a Pensioner Concession Card.  

Table 1 summarises the reforms timeline for these groups. 

 

Table 1: Reforms Timeline 

Date of claim WCB  Reassessment?  

<= 10/05/2005 <=29 hours/week DSP no DSP 

11/05/2005-
30/06/2006 <=29 hours/week DSP 

01/07/2007  

or later  

<15 hours/week DSP 

15-29 or 30+ 
hours/week NSA 

>= 01/07/2006 

<15 hours/week DSP no DSP 

15-29 or 
30+hours/week NSA no NSA 

 

                                                 
8 The document (p. 19) goes on to state the following: “A person is treated as doing work independently of a 
program of support if the Secretary is satisfied that to do the work the person: a) is unlikely to need a program 
of support that: i) is designed to assist the person to prepare for, find or maintain work; and ii) is funded (wholly 
or partly) by the Commonwealth or is of a type that the Secretary considers is similar to a program of support 
that is funded (wholly or partly) by the Commonwealth; or b) is likely to need such a program of support 
provided occasionally; or c) is likely to need such a program of support that is not ongoing.”  
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In what follows, we distinguish six groups of DSP recipients and NSA recipients: First, there 

is the group who had ‘no JCA’. Those can be either NSA recipients without an indicated 

barrier to employment, grandfathered DSP recipients who applied for DSP before 11 May 

2005, or DSP applicants during the transition period before they had their work capacity 

reassessed in a JCA. Those who had a JCA (i.e. NSA recipients after 1 July 2006 with an 

indicated employment barrier, DSP applicants after 1 July 2006, and DSP applicants in the 

transition period after they had their work capacity reassessed in a JCA) are described as 

having a work capacity bandwidth (WCB) of ‘WCB 30+’, ‘WCB 15-29’, ‘WCB 8-14’, or 

‘WCB 0-7’ hours per week, according to the outcome of their JCA. 

 

3.3. Differences in Work Capacity Bandwidth Assessments for DSP and NSA 

Claimants  

It is important to note a potential point of difference between JCAs for DSP purposes and 

JCAs for NSA purposes. JCAs for DSP purposes – administered to individuals making a new 

claim for DSP or having an existing DSP claim reviewed – only take account of impairments 

arising from conditions that are fully diagnosed, treated and stabilised (FDTS).9 In contrast, 

JCAs for NSA purposes – e.g. carried out for those seeking exemption from participation 

requirements on NSA on grounds of temporary incapacity – can take account of conditions 

that are not necessarily FDTS. Although it is unclear how much difference this makes in 

practice, we cannot rule out the possibility that an individual assessed as having a particular 

WCB for NSA purposes might have been assessed as having a higher WCB for DSP 

purposes, for example if that individual has a non-FDTS condition that leads to significant 

impairments in addition to one or more FDTS condition(s). In what follows we occasionally 

refer back to this possible source of difference in WCB assessments where it may have 

implications for our interpretation of statistical findings.  

 

                                                 
9 Essentially this is a requirement that the condition leading to the impairment be permanent (expected to last for 
more than two years, with significant functional improvement, with or without treatment, unlikely within that 
timescale).  

. 
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4. Data and Methodology 

4.1.Methods 

This draft report addresses the first three research questions using descriptive statistics, e.g. 

means and distributions of socioeconomic characteristics such as gender, Indigenous 

background, broad age group, accommodation/homelessness status, and primary disability 

type. We are mostly interested in these characteristics for NSA recipients with WCB 15–29, 

and their counterparts in the group WCB 15–29 with DSP receipt. For comparison purposes, 

however, we will also provide the same descriptive statistics for the groups with lower WCB 

8-14, both DSP as well as NSA recipients, and for the groups with higher WCB 30+ and 

without a JCA. Note that we do not face the usual concerns over sample size, reliability, and 

representativeness that we confront when using survey-based data because the data set 

analysed here contains information on the entire population of IS recipients. These descriptive 

statistics will generally be presented for the stock of recipients in the different WCB/payment 

groups as of 1 October 2011. Where we examine changes over time in such statistics we will 

take annual snapshots of the RED data on 1 October of each year from 2005 through to 2011.  

The remainder of this section discusses the methodology proposed to address research 

question 4. In order to answer research question 4, we will apply a difference-in-differences 

approach, where changes in outcomes for the ‘treatment group’ over time are compared to 

changes in outcomes for a ‘comparison group’ over time (see Blundell & Costa Dias, 2008). 

The ‘treatment’ of interest is the receipt of NSA payments with the according activity 

requirements, rather than of DSP payments without activity requirements. A first approach to 

evaluate the impact of different payment rules on IS receipt and employment could be to 

investigate how individuals beginning a period of IS receipt with a WCB 15–29 before the 

WTW reform (and thus receiving DSP) differ from those beginning a period of IS receipt with 

a WCB 15-29 after the WTW reform (and thus receiving NSA). However, not only the 

granted benefit type changes over time, but general economic conditions might be different 

for those two groups as well. Attributing differences in both groups’ behaviour purely to the 

received benefit type, would thus be potentially misleading.  

In order to avoid the potentially confounding influence of changes in the economic conditions 

over time, one could look at differences between DSP recipients and NSA recipients at the 

same point in time. For example, one might want to investigate how individuals beginning a 

period of IS receipt with a WCB 15–29 after the WTW reform (and thus receiving NSA) 
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differ from those beginning a period of IS receipt with a WCB 8–14 after the reform (and thus 

receiving DSP). However, IS recipients with a WCB 8-14 are different from IS recipients 

with a WCB 15–29 in a numerous ways above and beyond the payment type they receive – 

not least in their assessed capacity to work. Again, attributing any differences in both groups’ 

behaviour purely to the benefit type they receive would be potentially misleading. 

Fortunately, combining both approaches provides a solution to this problem. First, one can 

explore behavioural differences between individuals with a WCB 8-14 and individuals with a 

WCB 15-29 before the WTW reform, while they are both receiving DSP. This gives an 

indication how they behave differently from each other even when they are subject to the 

same payment rules. Second, one can explore behavioural differences between individuals 

with a WCB 8-14 and individuals with a WCB 15-29 after the WTW reform, when they are 

now subject to different payment rules. Third, ‘subtracting’ the behavioural differences that 

were already observed when they were treated equally from behavioural differences that are 

observed when both groups are treated differentially, results in the difference-in-differences 

estimator. It gives a ‘corrected’ estimate of the impact of the benefit type on behaviour - one 

that is no longer affected by either numerous (time-invariant) characteristics that distinguish 

individuals with WCB 8-14 and WCB 15-19 from each other regardless of the benefit type 

they receive, nor by (common) time trends that impact on behaviour over time beyond the 

change in benefit types.10 

                                                 
10 The proposed methodology corrects for time-invariant differences between treatment and control group, and 
for differences over time that are common to treatment and control group. However, we have to assume that 
unobserved differences between treatment and control group do not change over time, or in other words, that no 
differential time trends for treatment and control group exist (sometimes called the common trends assumption). 
This is impossible to test explicitly, but the standard practice is to demonstrate that the two groups were 
following common trends prior to the reforms - or in other words, that any observed differences stayed constant 
over time prior to the reform. Because we have rich data on socioeconomic and demographic characteristics, 
however, this is not as big an assumption as it first appears. We can examine these data to see how closely the 
different groups resemble one another in observable characteristics, with similarity in observables being 
suggestive of similarity in unobservables. The results from the analysis for research question 1 (see Section 5.1) 
can help to indicate the extent to which the groups change in their characteristics over time in different ways and 
the assumption of stable group composition assumption is justified. One potential issue that we cannot entirely 
rule out is that it may be ‘tougher’ for an individual in the treatment group to be assessed as having a given WCB 
pre-reform (under DSP where only FDTS conditions are taken into account) than post-reform (under NSA where 
non-FDTS conditions may also be taken into account) (see Section 3.3). It seems likely that any resulting bias in 
our estimated treatment effect would be positive, i.e. would lead us to over-estimate the treatment effect. In 
practice, however, we think it unlikely that any such bias is economically significant. In support of this claim we 
conduct a sensitivity analysis where we restrict the treatment group both before and after the reform to only 
those with at least one condition that is FDTS and leads to an impairment rating of 20 points or more. We return 
to this issue in Section 6.  
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In this case we look at the full population of individuals with a WCB 8-14, 15-29 or 30+, 

starting a new claim for DSP or NSA in the period 1 July 2005 to 30 June 2006 (pre-

treatment) or starting a new claim for DSP or NSA in the period 1 July 2006 to 30 June 2007 

(post-treatment).11 We can track the employment and IS outcomes of all six groups over time 

after the beginning of their claim. The treatment group of interest are claimants with a WCB 

15-29, who will either receive NSA or DSP depending on the timing of their claim. We might 

either compare them to the control group with WCB 8-14 and explore (i) how they behave 

differently from each other when they receive the same payment type (claimants up to 30 June 

2006), (ii) how they behave differently from each other when they receive different payment 

types (claimants after 1 July 2006) and (iii) how those two behavioural differences differ. 

Alternatively, we might compare them to the control group with WCB 30+ and follow the 

same procedure (see Table 2). Under standard assumptions (see footnote 9), both will provide 

equally valid estimates. In practice, as we will see in the following section, the first of the 

comparison groups is more likely to meet those standard assumptions, and is therefore the 

comparison group that we use in what follows. 

 

Table 2: Payment Type by Treatment Status and Time 

  Possible 
control group Treatment group Preferred 

control group 
  WCB 30+  WCB 15-29  WCB 8-14  

after period 01/07/2006 
and after NSA NSA DSP 

before period 11/05/2005 – 
30/06/2006 NSA DSP DSP 

 

After defining the treatment and control groups and the ‘before period’ and ‘after period’, the 

difference-in-differences-estimator compares outcomes over groups and over time as 

described above. We use two different specific approaches, depending on the particular 

outcome of interest. To analyse employment behaviour while receiving IS we estimate a 

series of linear probability models: 

 

                                                 
11 This will include entirely new entrants to IS (e.g. entering because of developing an impairment or because of 
losing a job and having a pre-existing impairment), those switching payments (e.g. moving from NSA to DSP 
after developing an impairment).  
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𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∙ 𝑋𝑖 + 𝛾0 ∙ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 + 𝛾1 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖 + 𝛿 ∙ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖    (1) 

 

In the above equation 𝑦𝑖 denotes the outcome of interest for individual i (whether individual i 

has any earnings while receiving IS, the daily amount of his or her earnings, whether i 

receives part-rate payments, and whether i receives full-rate payments). Each of these four 

outcomes is measured at six, twelve and 24 months after i began to receive IS, resulting in a 

series of twelve outcomes. 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 is a binary dummy taking the value 1 if the individual is in 

the 15-29 hours group, 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖 is a binary dummy taking the value 1 if the observation belongs 

to the ‘after-period’, and 𝑋𝑖 is a set of control variables at the individual level (individual 

characteristics). 𝛽1 describes how the outcome of interest varies with different socioeconomic 

characteristics that are included in X, e.g. for men and women. 𝛾0 describes how this outcome 

varies between the treatment and the control group before the treatment, i.e. when treatment 

and control group still receive the same benefit type. 𝛾1 describes how 𝑦𝑖 varies over time, i.e. 

it represents the common time trend regardless of payment type received. Finally, the estimate 

of the parameter 𝛿 gives the estimated impact of the reforms on the outcome for the treatment 

group (known as the average treatment effect on the treated). 

Building on the Fok and Mcvicar (2011) study of the impacts of the 2006 reforms on 

Parenting Payment recipients, we also estimate a series of hazard functions12 to analyse the 

duration on IS and the duration off IS: 

 

ℎ(𝑡) = ℎ0(𝑡) ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∙ 𝑋𝑖 + 𝛾0 ∙ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 + 𝛾1 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖 + 𝛿 ∙ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖)  (2) 

 

In (2), ℎ(𝑡) is the hazard rate – the propensity of an event to happen at time t if it has not 

happened before – for the relevant outcome. Relevant events are leaving the current benefit to 

go onto another benefit, leaving the current benefit without receiving another benefit (i.e., 

leaving IS altogether), and, for those who have left IS altogether, returning back to the same 

                                                 
12 Hazard functions show how the probability of a particular event occurring at a particular time (e.g. the daily 
probability of exit from IS given exit has not already occurred) is related to observable factors (in this case the 
2006 reforms and a host of controls for individual characteristics and other factors, e.g. type of disability). We 
propose a competing risks version of (2), where two different possible ‘events’ are separately modelled (exit 
from current payment to another IS payment, exit from IS), using a Cox Proportional Hazards approach (see van 
den Berg, 2001). 
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payment, or returning back to another payment. ℎ0(𝑡) is the baseline hazard and describes 

how the propensity of any of those four events to happen changes as time passes by, on 

average. This baseline hazard may then be shifted up or down for specific individuals by the 

given individual characteristics 𝑋𝑖, period effects, or treatment status. As above, the estimate 

of the parameter 𝛿 gives the estimated impact of the reforms on the outcome of interest.  

Note that the claimants of the ‘before period’ treatment group receive DSP only until they are 

reassessed. Consequently, we may only be able to assess the effect of DSP vs. NSA receipt on 

outcomes until those reassessments usually took place. As we will show in Section 6, the 

timing of the reassessments causes us to restrict our evaluation to outcomes up to two years 

after the beginning of the claim. 

4.2.Data 

The primary data source for the proposed research is the RED which contains detailed 

Centrelink administrative records for all IS recipients. Table 3 shows the number of IS 

recipients on each payment type over time. We report the number on the 1st of October of any 

given year, from 2005 to 2011. There is a steady, slow growth in the population of DSP 

recipients in the time period of interest. The number of NSA recipients falls slowly over the 

first few years of the period before a sharp increase between 2008/9 and 2009/10, coinciding 

with the global financial crisis (GFC).  

 

Table 3: Number of NSA and DSP Recipients Over Time 

 

Number of  

 

DSP recipients NSA recipients Total 

1/10/2005 703,802 470,546 1,174,348 

1/10/2006 705,389 457,322 1,162,711 

1/10/2007 717,098 418,239 1,135,337 

1/10/2008 730,884 421,127 1,152,011 

1/10/2009 766,123 554,121 1,320,244 

1/10/2010 800,384 554,361 1,354,745 

1/10/2011 821,752  550,461 1,372,213 
Note: Number of recipients as of 1 October in each year. Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), 
own calculations. Numbers may differ from those published in the DEEWR Blue Book, which are extracted at 
the last Friday of the month.  
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As mentioned before, RED provides information on the assessed WCB in four categories: 0-7 

hours, 8-14 hours, 15-29 hours and >=30 hours per week. These categories are available after 

the introduction of JCAs only, because the earlier assessment streams do not provide work 

capacity in those bandwidths. Figure 1 illustrates how the number of individuals with a JCA 

grows over time after 2006 when JCAs had been introduced, as well as the result of the 

assessment and the payment type they receive (DSP or NSA). 
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Figure 1a NSA Recipients by WCB 

 

Figure 1b DSP Recipients by WCB 

 

Note: Categories are based on maximum of three assessments of the capacity to work: the current capacity to 
work, the expected future capacity to work in two years without interventions, and the expected future capacity 
to work with intervention. The NSA 0-7 and NSA 8-14 hours per week categories reflect the fact that (for other 
reasons such as residency requirements) not all of those assessed as having a WCB of less than 15 hours per 
week are eligible for DSP. Those with a WCB 15-29 or with no WCB assessment who receive DSP after the 
introduction of the WTW reform are most likely to be those in the grandfathered group (recipients who began a 
claim before 11/05/05). 
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Note that there are very few DSP recipients assessed as having a WCB 15-29 in any year, 

since those recipients who are grandfathered under the 30 hour rule will not have had a JCA 

in most cases. In contrast, the number of NSA recipients in this WCB category grows steadily 

over the period. Other than that there is no clear WTW impact here, with all other WCB 

categories growing over time, with the exception of NSA with a WCB 0-7 hours per week.  

 

5. IS Recipients with Restricted Capacity to Work over Time 

5.1. Medical, Demographic and Socioeconomic Characteristics  

The medical reasons for a reduced working capacity are manifold. Table 4 shows primary 

disability type by WCB in 2011.13 The most common causes for a WCB below 30 hours are 

psychological/psychiatric conditions, and muscular/skeletal and connective tissue 

impairments. Those two classes of conditions account for two out of three cases of a reduced 

capacity to work. Other major causes are impairments of the circulatory, immune or 

respiratory system. While this is by and large true for all relevant groups, there is still some 

variation in the frequency of different impairments by work capacity and benefit type: among 

NSA recipients, psychological conditions clearly dominate muscular/skeletal impairments, 

particularly at low and high WCBs. Among DSP recipients with a WCB of 8 to 14 hours or 

15 to 29 hours, psychological problems are common as well, but the gap with 

muscular/skeletal conditions in terms of relative prevalence is slightly smaller. Other notable 

differences across groups include the higher rate of intellectual/learning disorders among DSP 

                                                 
13 The medical condition was taken either from the (DSP) Primary Medical Condition Details Table or from the 
Medical Details Table, which records up to four conditions. Where a primary condition recorded before the 
reported date is available, it is used. This accounts for more than 85% of all DSP episodes and for about two 
thirds of NSA with WCB episodes. Otherwise, the condition listed first in the Medical Details Table was 
assumed to be the primary condition. Primary conditions from the Primary Medical Condition Details Table are 
assumed to be permanent as long as there is no conflicting information in the Medical Details Table that states 
the condition is temporary. If no medical details are available for a given JCA, we assume that the condition 
from the previous medical assessment is still ongoing if i) this condition was permanent or recurrent; or ii) the 
preceding assessment was still pending at the time of the assessment with missing medical information. 
Temporary conditions from episodes that ended before JCA assessment, and conditions that had not been 
recorded because there had not been a JCA on 1 Oct of the reported year were ignored, which causes deviation 
in the number of unrecorded conditions from the ‘DEEWR Blue Book’. For individuals without a JCA, 
permanent medical conditions are not normally recorded in the RED data, so this group is excluded from Table 
4. 
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recipients relative to NSA recipients with a WCB of 15-29 hours, and a higher rate of sensory 

impairments among DSP recipients with a WCB of 15-29 hours. 

 

Table 4 Relative Frequency of Medical Conditions WCB and Benefit Type, 1/10/2011 

  NSA recipients  DSP recipients  

Medical Condition   WCB 8-14 WCB 15-
29  WCB 8-14  WCB 15-

29 

 
Relative Frequency of Recorded Primary Conditions, in % 

Condition not recorded, % of total 14 13.78 15.61 
 

5.35 22.81 
If condition is recorded: 

     Psychological/Psychiatric 37.46 37.15 
 

32.91 31.86 
Muscular/Skeletal & Connective Tissue 26.98 33.34 

 
30.86 29.14 

Intellectual/ Learning 7.06 2.74 
 

6.87 8.42 
Circulatory System 5.22 5.59 

 
4.89 3.09 

Nervous System 3.93 3.11 
 

4.05 4.73 
Respiratory System 2.59 2.61 

 
2.97 2.37 

Endocrine & Immune System 2.44 3.86 
 

2.33 2.6 
Sense Organs 3.35 2.22 

 
2.13 4.1 

Gastro-Intestinal System 1.2 1.82 
 

1.23 1.26 
Chronic Pain 1.57 1.22 

 
2.47 1.96 

Poorly Defined Cause (Post 01/07/2006) 1.33 1.23 
 

2.51 2.78 
Cancer/Tumour 1.41 1.29 

 
1.56 1.51 

Acquired Brain Impairment 1.76 0.71 
 

2.06 1.51 
Infectious Diseases (Post 01/07/2006) 1.43 1.13 

 
0.43 0.81 

Urogenital System 0.66 0.5 
 

0.77 0.53 
Congenital Abnormalities 0.46 0.33 

 
0.82 1.39 

Reproductive System 0.29 0.39 
 

0.13 0.09 
Visceral Disorder 0.41 0.35 

 
0.41 0.44 

Skin Disorder & Burns 0.19 0.28 
 

0.17 0.17 
Amputation 0.12 0.11 

 
0.28 0.68 

Inherited Disorders (Post 01/07/2006) 0.12 0.03 
 

0.12 0.29 
Total 100 100 

 
100 100 

Note: Medical conditions are classified according to Primary Medical Conditions Table in RED. Source: 
Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

                                                 
14 Includes conditions recorded as "Unknown" for DSP granted prior to 1992. Numbers are restricted to recorded 
conditions on the 1/10/2011. Because assessments may take place after the receipt of benefit begins, recent 
applicants might have not been assessed. For that reason, the number of unrecorded conditions deviates from 
those in the ‘DEEWR Blue Book’. 
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Figure 2 shows frequency of conditions by benefit type and WCB over time. Across all 

groups the main trend is the fall in the proportions reporting muscular-skeletal and connective 

tissue impairments and the corresponding rise in the proportions reporting 

psychological/psychiatric disorders.  

Figure 2: Medical Conditions by Benefit Type and WCB over Time  
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Figure 2: Medical Conditions by Benefit Type and WCB over Time - continued 

  
 

 
Note: Medical conditions are classified according to Primary Medical Conditions Table in RED. Source: 
Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 
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and Torres Strait Islander status15 and marital status16 from the RED data set. However, 

characteristics describing an individual’s life circumstances are recorded only if they are 

relevant for the calculation of benefits. For example, the education level is known for most 

young individuals who apply for Youth Allowance, and information on dependent children is 

available for individuals who apply for Parenting Payment, but not necessarily for all other 

applicants. This leads to a situation where a lot of important information is available in RED 

in principle, but there is a very large number of missing values, and those occur in a non-

random way.  

We thus augment the RED data with information collected to calculate an individual’s labour 

market disadvantage using the Job Seeker Classification Instrument (JSCI). Individuals may 

be interviewed at the time they claim benefits, at the time they register with Centrelink or 

when they commence with an ESP. The JSCI is based on self-reported responses. The 

information given by respondents is then augmented from other sources (e.g. postal address is 

used to determine proximity to the labour market and whether the respondent lives in a 

disadvantaged geographical area) to provide a snapshot of the individuals’ circumstances at 

the time of the interview. The data are updated when significant changes in the individuals’ 

circumstances occur that may affect their servicing arrangements. Not all changes fit this 

description, so there may be many changes in circumstances that are not picked up by the 

JSCI data. We thus have to make assumptions about the individual circumstances between 

JSCI’s. We treat some characteristics – education, vocational qualification and English 

language skills17 – as if they were permanent or irrevocable. For those characteristics, we 

always use information from the most recent JSCI interview, regardless of when that took 

place. This leaves us with information on those characteristics for about 95% of all 

observations in the relevant RED data. For other factors that are more likely to change over 

time, we use information from the last JSCI interview only if the information is no more than 

                                                 
15 This is a voluntary response item, resulting in some unknown values. 
16 For some individuals, marital status is not recorded or recorded as “unknown”. There are also a few cases 
where implausible changes in status (e.g. multiple changes in a short space of time) are re-coded to missing. In 
cases where marital status is missing for a period up to one year, but is immediately preceded and followed by an 
identical marital status, the person is assumed to have had the same marital status in the missing period in 
between. 
17 Any educational degree, including vocational qualifications, cannot be lost once they were obtained. In the age 
group that makes up most potential DSP claimants, obtaining further degrees is uncommon. In that sense, it is 
plausible to assume that not much variation over time would occur even if we were able to observe such changes 
in the recorded data. English language skills can be interpreted as an approximation (albeit an indirect and rather 
fuzzy one) of cultural background and migration status, which are time-invariant characteristics. 
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one year old. Those characteristics include recent work experience, access to transport and 

housing arrangements. This leaves us with information on those characteristics for about 30% 

of all observations in the relevant RED data. 

Table 5 reports means of characteristics by WCB and benefit type on 1/10/2011. The NSA 

recipients with a WCB 8-14 or WCB 15-29 are similar to each other according to most 

characteristics: they are on average 45 years old, slightly more than half of the population is 

male, and 5% to 8% are indigenous Australians. About two fifths are single, one quarter are 

married or have a de facto partner, with the remainder divorced, separated or widowed. 90% 

of the population live in metropolitan or inner regional areas. The population is characterised 

by low education levels: 60% of individuals have not finished Year 12 or equivalent trade 

certificates, only one in three has a ‘useful vocational qualification’, and (noting the caveats 

on the data reported above) one in five lacks good English language skills.18 The population is 

also characterised by relatively low levels of recent work experience: less than half of the 

NSA recipients with an assessed WCB below 30 hours per week were in substantial regular 

paid work in the last two years at the time of the JSCI interview and less than one in five were 

in full-time employment.  

The NSA recipients are remarkably similar to the DSP recipients with the same assessed 

WCB: they are of about the same age, and are similar in terms of demographics like the 

gender composition, the proportion of indigenous Australians, marital status, region of 

residence and education attainment level. DSP recipients have recent work experience less 

often, but the differences are not large. On the whole, NSA recipients appear to be no more or 

less disadvantaged in terms of these observable factors than DSP recipients with the same 

WCB. In other words, it appears that given there is an assessed WCB below 30 hours, 

socioeconomic and demographic characteristics are not strongly associated with eligibility for 

the different benefit types or inclusion into the WCB 8-14 vs. WCB 15-29 hours per week 

categories.19 

 

 

                                                 
18 A vocational qualification might be considered not useful if the individual cannot use the qualification for 
health reasons or lack of language proficiency, if an overseas qualification is not recognized, or if the 
qualification is out-dated, suspended or terminated.  
19 The similarity of these groups in terms of observables also suggests that the potential differences in how 
WCBs are assessed for DSP recipients and NSA recipients (see footnote 10) may not critical in practice.  
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Table 5 Socioeconomic Characteristics by WCB and Benefit Type, 1/10/2011 

 NSA recipients DSP recipients 

 WCB 8-
14 

WCB 
15-29 

WCB 
30+ No JCA WCB 8-

14 
WCB 
15-29 

       
Number of Recipients in Group 5,601 91,248 180,421 272,042 233,236 17,173 
       
Mean Age (years) 45.8 45.0 38.9 38.5 46.2 45.7 
Age groups        

<=29 14.4% 14.3% 28.1% 33.9% 14.9% 12.3% 
30-39 17.5% 18.0% 25.5% 21.6% 13.7% 17.3% 
40-49 23.8% 26.2% 24.3% 20.1% 23.0% 26.7% 
50-59 26.3% 29.3% 16.6% 15.1% 30.1% 31.7% 
>=60 18.0% 12.2% 5.4% 9.3% 18.3% 12.0% 

number with age recorded 5,601 91,248 180,421 272,042 233,236 17,173 
Gender       

Female 44.4% 46.8% 37.6% 41.8% 47.8% 42.6% 
Male 55.6% 53.2% 62.4% 58.2% 52.2% 57.4% 

number with gender recorded 5,601 91,248 180,421 272,042 233,236 17,173 
Aboriginal or Torres Strait 
Islander       

No 91.9% 95.1% 89.2% 88.7% 93.3% 95.2% 
Yes 8.1% 4.9% 10.8% 11.3% 6.7% 4.8% 

number with ATSI recorded 5,582 91,017 180,153 271,250 227,093 16,892 
Marital status       

Single 39.4% 37.2% 44.7% 43.6% 35.7% 39.9% 
Married 21.1% 20.7% 11.7% 19.5% 23.6% 20.4% 
De-facto partner 5.5% 5.6% 7.8% 9.6% 6.1% 6.7% 
Divorced 6.4% 7.0% 4.3% 3.7% 7.2% 6.3% 
Separated 25.6% 27.5% 30.3% 22.6% 24.7% 25.2% 
Widowed 1.9% 2.0% 1.3% 1.1% 2.7% 1.6% 

number with marital status 
recorded 5,596 91,220 180,269 271,765 233,222 17,173 
Geographic Region of 
Residence: Remoteness       

Metropolitan, inner regional 86.7% 90.3% 86.4% 82.5% 87.9% 90.2% 
Outer regional, remote, very 

remote or migratory 13.3% 9.7% 13.6% 17.5% 12.1% 9.8% 
number with geographic 

region recorded 5,500 90,047 179,765 269,397 178,382 9,721 

Highest Education       
Degree/post-graduate 5.7% 5.9% 5.1% 10.2% 4.8% 5.1% 
Year 12/ Diploma/ Cert II-IV 28.1% 32.8% 32.1% 38.8% 30.4% 32.5% 
Y10-Y11/other certificate 39.1% 39.7% 42.9% 36.7% 38.0% 38.6% 
Less than Y10 27.1% 21.6% 19.9% 14.3% 26.8% 23.8% 
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number with education 
recorded 5,429 88,450 176,955 259,657 175,747 9,503 

Vocational Qualification       
Has a useful qualification 25.9% 34.3% 41.5% 48.9% 27.3% 28.2% 
Has no qualification 67.8% 59.5% 53.8% 47.9% 65.3% 63.7% 
Has a qualification, but not 

useful 6.3% 6.2% 4.7% 3.2% 7.4% 8.1% 
number with vocational 

qualification recorded 5,500 90,047 179,765 269,397 178,382 9,721 

English Language Proficiency       
Good 75.0% 79.9% 84.8% 87.0% 79.1% 77.6% 
Mixed 12.6% 9.2% 8.9% 5.4% 13.4% 17.8% 
Poor 12.4% 10.9% 6.3% 7.6% 7.5% 4.6% 
number with English language 

proficiency recorded 5,500 90,047 179,765 269,397 178,382 9,721 

Recent Work Experience       
Full-time 14.8% 20.0% 23.5% 30.3% 18.5% 10.6% 
Part-time, >=8 hours per week 16.2% 19.2% 15.4% 19.1% 15.6% 19.5% 

Unemployed 31.3% 27.6% 32.9% 22.2% 21.8% 21.6% 

no regular, substantial labour 
force participation 37.7% 33.2% 28.3% 28.4% 44.1% 48.4% 

number with recent work 
experience recorded 5,500 90,047 179,765 269,397 178,382 9,721 

Housing Situation       
Stable 90.3% 91.3% 84.6% 92.2% 89.9% 87.7% 
Secondary homeless20 8.5% 7.9% 13.7% 7.1% 8.4% 8.1% 
Primary homeless 1.2% 0.8% 1.7% 0.7% 1.7% 4.2% 
number with housing situation 

recorded 5,500 90,047 179,765 269,397 178,382 9,721 

Access to Transport       
Own private transport 31.2% 42.0% 40.6% 55.4% 34.7% 38.3% 
Other private transport 39.6% 31.5% 22.2% 10.0% 27.0% 21.2% 
Public transport 29.2% 26.5% 37.2% 34.6% 38.3% 40.5% 
number with access to 

transport recorded 5,433 89,639 178,011 264,396 174,727 9,590 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

In contrast, more marked differences are found when we compare the NSA groups with a 

WCB below 30 hours to NSA recipients with WCB 30+ or with no JCA. The latter population 

                                                 
20 The relevant definition of homelessness status is as follows: “stable accommodation is defined as having a 
reasonably fixed, regular and adequate place to stay. It includes rented or owner-occupied accommodation 
which may be a house, flat or caravan. Primary homelessness is defined as staying in a squat, sleeping out or 
having nowhere to stay. Secondary homelessness is defined as staying in a refuge; staying in emergency, 
transitional or support accommodation; staying in a hostel, boarding house or rooming house; staying in a 
hotel; short stays in a caravan park; temporarily staying with friends (or couch-surfing); or moving more than 
three times in the previous 12 months.” 
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is younger, predominantly male and more often single. They are less likely to live in urban 

areas and are more likely to be Indigenous. The strongest differences, however, can be seen 

with respect to language skills, education and qualification: recipients with a capacity to work 

of 30+ hours and recipients who did not have a JCA are more likely to have a useful 

vocational qualification and have better language skills; those without a JCA are also more 

likely to have finished Year 12 or to hold a degree, and to have recent (full-time) work 

experience. At the same time, those who had a JCA and were assessed having a WCB of 30+ 

hours were more likely to have been mostly unemployed rather than out of the labour force in 

the last two years prior to the JSCI. So the main observable differences in terms of 

socioeconomic characteristics and recent work experience appear to be between those with 

WCB below 30 hours and those without a JCA/unrestricted work capacity, rather than 

between those on different payments with similar assessed WCB.  

The next pages (Figure 3) show the development of the variables described in Table 5 for the 

period 2005 to 2011 by WCB and benefit type. We find no dramatic shifts over time. The 

groups that change the most are NSA recipients with WCB 30+ (who become increasingly 

younger, more often male, and better educated) and NSA recipients without a JCA (who 

become increasingly better educated, more work experienced, and more likely to have a 

useful vocational qualification after the GFC21). The groups with a WCB <30 hours are 

generally stable in their characteristics. Exceptions include an increasing proportion of 

Indigenous IS recipients in the two 8-14 hour WCB groups, increasing proportions of 

individuals across all groups who report being separated rather than married, an increase in 

the proportion that had been unemployed, and a decrease in the share out of the labour force. 

Bear in mind, however, that there were only a small number of assessments equivalent to 

JCAs conducted in 2005, and also that recent work experience data is missing for a substantial 

number of cases, so we should be cautious in interpreting these particular patterns as 

demonstrating actual trends.  

 

                                                 
21 The implication is that during and soon after the economic slowdown of 2008/9 individuals with higher skills 
became dependent on IS than before. 



Figure 3: Compositional Trends over 

Time, by WCB and Payment Type 
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b) Gender 
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c) Marital Status 
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d) Indigenous Status 
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e) Education 
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f) Vocational Qualification 
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g) English Language Skills 
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h) Recent Work Experience 
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5.2. Duration of IS Receipt Over Time 

Research question 2 asks how long NSA recipients with a WCB below 30 hours per week 

typically stay on IS, how this compares to other groups such as DSP recipients, and how the 

duration on IS develops over time. Table 6 shows the duration on IS by benefit type and WCB 

over time. The first panel of the table shows NSA recipients who never had a JCA. In 2005, 

about half of this population had been on IS for less than two years, one in five had been on 

IS for between two and five years, another one in five had been on IS for between five and 

nine years, and about one in ten had been on IS for the last ten years or more. This 

distribution remains relatively stable until the substantial inflow of new entrants and 

corresponding increase in the population on this type of IS around the time of the GFC. As the 

economy subsequently recovers, the distribution reverts towards its earlier form again. 

We see a very different picture for NSA recipients with a WCB 8-14. Initially the distribution 

of durations on IS closely resembles that of NSA recipients without a JCA, with somewhat 

larger shares for longer durations. The IS durations then become longer and longer as time 

passes by, suggesting that this group has relatively stable membership over time rather than 

high rates of inflow and outflow, with corresponding increases in IS duration over time. In 

2009, we see the IS durations getting somewhat shorter, probably because of GFC-induced 

new inflows, but the population then again ‘ages on IS’ for the following three years. By 

2011, the proportion of recipients who have only been on IS for less than two years is 15 

percentage points lower than in 2005, while the proportion of recipients who have received IS 

for ten or more years has increased by 11 percentage points. A similar pattern, though less 

pronounced, is found for the group of NSA recipients with WCB 15-29 hours.  

In contrast, NSA recipients with an assessed capacity to work of 30+ hours are more similar 

to NSA recipients without a JCA. They show somewhat longer durations on IS, but this 

distribution does not shift upwards over time, as it does for the population with a WCB of <30 

hours. This pattern provides clear evidence that IS spells for individuals with a WCB of <30 

hours tend to be more persistent and outflows less common compared to the overall 

population of NSA recipients.  
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Table 6: Duration of Income Support Receipt by WCB and Benefit Type Over Time 

 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
NSA recipients, no JCA 

<1 year 38.4% 40.0% 42.8% 51.3% 62.7% 49.8% 50.0% 
1-2 years 14.4% 13.9% 12.9% 12.3% 12.9% 21.2% 15.6% 
2-5 years 20.3% 19.3% 18.6% 15.3% 11.2% 15.3% 20.6% 
5-9 years 18.5% 16.7% 14.9% 11.6% 7.3% 7.5% 7.7% 
>=10 years 8.4% 10.1% 10.8% 9.5% 5.8% 6.1% 6.1% 

NSA recipients, WCB 8-14 
<1 year 29.5% 20.7% 18.2% 19.1% 20.9% 15.7% 14.4% 
1-2 years 16.2% 20.0% 14.6% 13.5% 13.7% 15.9% 11.8% 
2-5 years 23.8% 24.4% 27.2% 25.7% 25.2% 26.5% 30.6% 
5-9 years 18.5% 19.0% 20.9% 19.5% 19.0% 19.5% 20.0% 
>=10 years 12.0% 16.1% 19.1% 22.2% 21.1% 22.3% 23.1% 

NSA recipients, WCB 15-29 
<1 year 27.7% 28.4% 22.7% 22.0% 24.6% 21.0% 19.7% 
1-2 years 19.2% 15.4% 16.5% 15.6% 16.4% 19.8% 16.4% 
2-5 years 23.0% 21.9% 24.3% 24.5% 24.1% 25.8% 30.8% 
5-9 years 18.5% 17.9% 18.3% 18.0% 16.7% 16.1% 16.0% 
>=10 years 11.6% 16.4% 18.2% 19.9% 18.2% 17.4% 17.1% 

NSA recipients, WCB 30+ 
<1 year 31.2% 29.3% 29.5% 30.6% 36.2% 31.1% 28.5% 
1-2 years 18.1% 18.2% 17.4% 16.5% 18.4% 23.9% 18.7% 
2-5 years 21.7% 21.9% 21.7% 22.1% 20.1% 22.4% 29.6% 
5-9 years 17.7% 17.5% 17.3% 15.7% 13.3% 11.8% 12.2% 
>=10 years 11.3% 13.0% 14.1% 15.0% 12.1% 10.8% 11.0% 

DSP recipients, WCB 8-14  
<1 year 40.1% 25.5% 16.4% 13.4% 13.8% 11.2% 8.9% 
1-2 years 7.9% 18.3% 16.6% 13.7% 12.8% 13.9% 11.7% 
2-5 years 15.8% 18.1% 23.6% 27.7% 28.0% 27.8% 30.0% 
5-9 years 17.6% 18.0% 19.9% 19.7% 19.9% 20.8% 22.0% 
>=10 years 18.6% 20.2% 23.5% 25.6% 25.5% 26.2% 27.3% 

DSP recipients, WCB 15-29  
<1 year 40.2% 20.7% 2.8% 4.6% 6.5% 5.7% 5.0% 
1-2 years 8.8% 20.8% 15.8% 2.6% 4.3% 5.3% 3.6% 
2-5 years 16.2% 19.6% 30.2% 25.2% 12.6% 10.0% 9.5% 
5-9 years 18.2% 19.6% 24.8% 29.5% 31.2% 29.3% 25.1% 
>=10 years 16.6% 19.3% 26.5% 38.1% 45.4% 49.7% 56.8% 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

However, if we compare NSA recipients with a WCB of 8-14 hours or 15-29 hours to DSP 

recipients with the same WCB, we get a first indication of where the WTW reform might have 
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an activating effect. Specifically, the persistence of IS spells for NSA recipients with WCB 8-

14 and WCB 15-29 is not nearly as pronounced as the persistence of IS spells for DSP 

recipients with WCB 8-14 and WCB 15-29. Among those on DSP with a WCB 8-14, the 

share of the population with short term IS-spells decreases from 40% in 2005 to 5% in 2011 

and the share with ten years of IS or more increases from 17% to 57% in the same time 

period. This means that a substantial number of individuals who entered this group of DSP 

recipients with WCB 8-14 or WCB 15-29 must still be on IS in 2011. This is consistent with 

the provision of DSP having additional ‘lock-in-effects’ (welfare dependency effects) over 

and above those from NSA.22 Also note that while a lower WCB of NSA recipients is 

associated with longer spells of IS, the association is even stronger for DSP recipients.  

Interestingly, the distribution of medical conditions does not vary much with the duration on 

IS. Figure 4 illustrates this point. There are two possible explanations for this: either the 

duration of IS receipt is not linked solely to the health situation of the recipient, or the 

duration of health impairments are distributed equally across medical conditions.  

Figure 4 Medical Conditions by Duration on Income Support over Time 

 
                                                 
22These patterns may in part be explained by differences in the payment level and activity requirements of DSP 
and NSA, but other explanations are also possible. For example, a necessary condition for receiving DSP is that 
the medical condition leading to impairments is ‘fully diagnosed, treated and stabilised’, which is not necessarily 
the case for NSA (see footnote 10). Some DSP recipients, despite having the same assessed WCB as otherwise 
similar NSA recipients, may therefore have additional non-FDTS conditions which could lead to longer 
durations on IS payments.  
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Figure 4 Medical Conditions by Duration on Income Support over Time - continued 

 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 
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5.3. Employment Activities of IS Recipients with Disabilities 

Research question 3 asks about labour market activities of IS recipients with disabilities by 

WCB, how sustained such activities are, and what recipient characteristics are associated with 

sustained labour market activity. Table 7 presents indicators of the incidence and extent of 

labour market activities by WCB and benefit type. Not surprisingly, labour market activity is 

more likely the higher an individual’s WCB. NSA recipients without a JCA have a probability 

of 28% of having had earnings in the last fortnight. In contrast, DSP recipients with a WCB 8-

14 have a probability of 10% of having had earnings in the last fortnight. The other groups 

range between 16% and 25%. For DSP recipients, a substantial number has earnings from a 

Disability Supported Employment-enterprise (DSE), making the ‘open market’ employment 

gap for those with WCB less than 30 hours larger than the overall employment figures quoted 

above suggest.  

 

Table 7: Labour Market Earnings of Current IS Recipients, 1/10/2011 

 NSA recipients DSP recipients 
 WCB  

8-14 
WCB 
15-29  

WCB 
30+ No JCA WCB  

8-14 
WCB 
15-29  

Had any labour market 
earnings in last fortnight 16% 21% 19% 28% 10% 25% 

Out of these: DSE     7% 6% 
Median number of continuous 
fortnights with earnings  12 9 5 5 14 23 

Median daily amount $30.3 $34.7 $36.6 $40.3 $29.8 $38.8 
Combined income support 
with earnings during (yes/no)       

last year 27% 39% 44% 51% 18% 37% 
previous 2 years 34% 48% 52% 61% 23% 44% 
previous 5 years 51% 66% 70% 72% 44% 60% 
% of days combined, if ever       
during last year 58% 48% 36% 49% 55% 70% 
during 2 years 45% 39% 29% 43% 43% 61% 
during 5 years 35% 32% 23% 39% 32% 53% 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

Labour market activity appears reasonably sustained, particularly among those with WCB of 

<30 hours per week. The median number of continuous fortnights for which earnings were 

recorded is nine to twelve fortnights for NSA recipients with WCB 8-14 and WCB 15-29, and 
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14 to 23 fortnights for DSP recipients with the same WCBs. For IS recipients with full work 

capacity, the continuity of their labour market activity appears to be lower, with a median 

number of fortnights of 5. This could potentially be the case because NSA recipients with full 

work capacity often find short term placements with Employment Service Providers. The 

amount of allowable earnings for NSA recipients, for whom benefits taper off quicker than for 

DSP recipients, might also contribute to this pattern. Daily earnings range between $30 and 

$40, and tend to be higher for those without a JCA. For those with a WCB <30 hours, daily 

earnings tend to be higher for those with a WCB of 30+ hours or 15-29 hours compared to 

those with a WCB of 8-14 hours. If we look at the probability of having labour market 

earnings in the last year, last two years or last five years, the picture is similar. More than half 

of the IS recipients in all groups except DSP recipients with WCB 8-14 had some labour 

market earnings combined with IS in the last five years. The number of days they received 

earnings while receiving IS is about a third to half of the total number of days on IS.  

 

Table 8: Labour Market Earnings of Current IS Recipients 1/10/2011, Men and Women 

 NSA recipients DSP recipients 
 WCB  

8-14 
WCB 
15-29  

WCB 
30+ No JCA WCB  

8-14 
WCB 15-

29  
 Women 
Median number of continuous 
fortnights with earnings  17 12 7 7 15 27 
Median daily amount 28.17 32.70 33.38 37.72 27.32 37.82 
% of days combined, if ever       
during last year 66% 56% 46% 60% 58% 74% 
during 2 years 52% 46% 37% 54% 46% 65% 
during 5 years 41% 38% 30% 46% 35% 58% 
 Men 
Median number of continuous 
fortnights with earnings  10 7 3 4 13 21 
Median daily amount 32.41 36.72 38.76 42.84 32.83 39.57 
% of days combined, if ever       
during last year 49% 41% 30% 38% 51% 67% 
during 2 years 38% 32% 23% 32% 39% 58% 
during 5 years 28% 25% 18% 28% 28% 48% 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

Table 8 presents differences by gender. In all groups, the combination of IS receipt with some 

labour market earnings is more frequent for women than it is for men, and it also appears to 

be more sustained behaviour. On the other hand, although men work less fortnights in a row 
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and have a lower number of days of combined earnings and IS receipt, their daily earnings are 

higher on average. The same pattern occurs for different education levels: the lower the 

education, the more often labour market earnings are combined with IS receipt across all 

groups, and the more sustained is the receipt of labour market earnings. At the same time, the 

daily amount earned is higher for those with higher education (see Table 9). 

 

Table 9: Labour Market Earnings of Current IS Recipients 1/10/2011, by Education 

 NSA recipients DSP recipients 
 WCB  

8-14 
WCB 
15-29  

WCB 
30+ No JCA WCB  

8-14 
WCB 15-

29  
 Tertiary degree 
Median number of continuous 
fortnights with earnings  12 7 5 5 11 15 
Median daily amount ($) 30.38 36.93 40.94 41.81 34.04 40.69 
% of days combined, if ever       
during last year 67% 61% 81% 104% 65% 69% 
during 2 years 49% 39% 34% 43% 39% 56% 
during 5 years 36% 32% 30% 39% 30% 48% 
 Year 12/ DiplomaCert II-IV 
Median number of continuous 
fortnights with earnings  12 8 5 5 12 19 
Median daily amount ($) 30.39 34.81 36.78 39.36 30.69 37.38 
% of days combined, if ever       
during last year 95% 65% 73% 106% 61% 79% 
during 2 years 44% 38% 30% 42% 38% 54% 
during 5 years 35% 32% 25% 38% 28% 47% 
 Year 10-Year 11 / Cert I 
Median number of continuous 
fortnights with earnings  16 9 4 6 12.5 19 
Median daily amount ($) 32.11 35.01 36.36 41.20 29.99 37.42 
% of days combined, if ever       
during last year 75% 67% 66% 103% 64% 84% 
during 2 years 42% 38% 27% 42% 38% 55% 
during 5 years 32% 30% 22% 39% 27% 47% 
 less than Year 10 
Median number of continuous 
fortnights with earnings  17 12 5 6 15 19 
Median daily amount ($) 27.26 32.86 34.76 40.21 27.78 32.39 
% of days combined, if ever       
during last year 77% 67% 61% 109% 71% 99% 
during 2 years 47% 40% 27% 40% 40% 54% 
during 5 years 35% 31% 20% 35% 26% 42% 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 
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In contrast to these patterns found by education and gender (suggesting that there is some 

trade-off between amount of earnings and continuity of earnings), age is positively correlated 

with both the amount of labour market earnings and their continuity. Table 10 shows that 

daily earnings are continuously higher for older IS recipients than for those below age 30 in 

particular, and the duration of their earnings is higher. 

 

Table 10: Labour Market Earnings of Current IS Recipients 1/10/2011, by Age 

 NSA recipients DSP recipients 
 WCB  

8-14 
WCB 
15-29  

WCB 
30+ No JCA WCB  

8-14 
WCB 15-

29  
 <30 years 
Median number of continuous 
fortnights with earnings  8 5 3 3 12 19 
Median daily amount ($) 27.12 29.72 31.47 34.01 21.77 26.98 
% of days combined, if ever       
during last year 45% 35% 28% 36% 51% 65% 
during 2 years 32% 26% 21% 29% 39% 52% 
during 5 years 22% 18% 15% 23% 27% 41% 
 30-40 years 
Median number of continuous 
fortnights with earnings  9 6 4 5 12 19 
Median daily amount ($) 32.63 35.64 37.98 43.07 31.44 35.63 
% of days combined, if ever       
during last year 45% 39% 32% 45% 50% 65% 
during 2 years 33% 30% 24% 39% 38% 57% 
during 5 years 23% 23% 19% 32% 27% 47% 
 40-50 years 
Median number of continuous 
fortnights with earnings  14 9 5 6 14 22 
Median daily amount ($) 31.23 35.28 39.83 44.70 31.54 40.44 
% of days combined, if ever       
during last year 56% 49% 41% 56% 54% 69% 
during 2 years 43% 39% 33% 51% 42% 61% 
during 5 years 31% 32% 27% 46% 30% 51% 
 50-60 years 
Median number of continuous 
fortnights with earnings  13 12 7 7 17 27 
Median daily amount ($) 28.57 35.42 40.69 46.46 31.11 43.88 
% of days combined, if ever       
during last year 65% 56% 48% 59% 59% 74% 
during 2 years 54% 48% 39% 54% 47% 66% 
during 5 years 45% 41% 34% 52% 35% 60% 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 
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To summarise: combining labour market earnings and IS receipt for recipients with 

disabilities is not uncommon, and periods with labour market earnings are, on average, 

sustained over relatively long periods of time. Combining earnings and payments is more 

common for women, those with lower education, and older IS recipients. On the other hand, 

given non-zero earnings, the amount of daily earnings is higher for men, those with higher 

education and also older IS recipients. 

 

6. Impact of the Welfare to Work Reform on Income Support Receipt 

and Employment 

6.1.Selection of Control Group and Information on the Sample 

Section 4 argues that IS recipients with a WCB 8-14 or IS recipients with unrestricted 

assessed work capacity, i.e. WCB 30+, are both potential control groups to compare to those 

with WCB 15-29. But which one is the better control group? Section 5.1 shows that there are 

large differences in observed characteristics between groups with and without restricted 

WCB, but only small differences in comparison across DSP recipients and NSA recipients 

with WCB 8-14 and WCB 15-29. NSA recipients with WCB 30+ have also changed 

substantially in their socioeconomic characteristics over time, while the other groups have 

remained relatively stable. This can be taken as an indication that a similar pattern will apply 

for unobserved characteristics over time. The implication is that it is more appropriate to use 

IS recipients with a WCB 8-14 as a control group for IS recipients with a WCB 15-29, instead 

of using IS recipients with WCB 30+ for that purpose.23  

The difference-in-differences estimation is thus based on IS recipients who applied for DSP  

• either between 1 July 2005 and 30 June 2006 

• or between 1 July 2006 and 30 June 2007 

and who were assessed by JCA (or equivalent) after their application as having 

                                                 
23 As outlined in Section 4.1, time-invariant differences in observed and unobserved characteristics between 
groups, as well as common time trends, are fully taken into account by the difference-in-difference-estimator and 
thus are not an issue. However, if a potential control group and the treatment group follow differential trends or 
experience differential changes in their observed and unobserved characteristics over time, the estimates of the 
reform impact could be biased. Because IS recipients with WCB 30+ change in their observed characteristics 
over time in a way that our treatment group with WCB 15-29 does not experience, while such differential 
patterns over time do not occur between WCB 15-29 and WCB 8-14, we use the latter groups as a control group. 
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• either a WCB of 8-14 hours per week 

• or a WCB of 15-29 hours per week 

Not all DSP claimants will be granted DSP. Instead, the benefits we would expect to be 

granted are shown in Table 11: 

 

Table 11 Sample Size and Duration until Assessment 

   Treatment 
group 

Control 
group 

   WCB 15-29 WCB 8-14 

after 
period 

01/07/2006 
30/06/2007 

benefit type NSA DSP 

sample size 3,019 21,141 

days until assessment 62 55 

before 
period 

11/05/2005 – 
30/06/2006 

benefit type DSP DSP 

sample size 4,222 20,120 

days until first assessment  148 195 

days until JCA 495 797 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

We exclude applicants who receive NSA when they have a WCB 8-14 (for example, because 

they do not meet additional eligibility criteria for DSP such as residency in Australia for at 

least ten years) as well as applicants who receive DSP despite being assessed as WCB 15-29 

in the ‘after period’ (for example because of a manifest eligibility). This leaves us with a total 

sample of 48,210 claimants, of which 14.4% are in the WCB 15-29 group. The number of 

observations is about the same in the after-period as it is in the before-period.  

We track individuals from the first day they receive either DSP or NSA and had the condition 

that resulted in their restricted WCB. This is usually not the day of their assessment. The 

assessment process that was in place in the transition period, before the introduction of JCAs, 

seems to have been somewhat slower, with assessments taking place on average five to six 

months after the beginning of benefit receipt. For individuals who enter the sample in the 

‘after period’, the assessment process is a bit faster, and assessments take place on average 

after two months.24 We track every IS recipient for a maximum period of 1460 days (4 years). 

                                                 
24 Note that this implies we cannot rule out differences in the way WCB is assessed between payment types (see 
footnote 10), despite the fact that we restrict to DSP claimants only. Nevertheless, we expect WCB to be 
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This is because the last applicants enter our sample on 30 June 2007, so that the maximum 

time that every sample member can be observed before the observation period ends is four 

years. 

Table 11 also shows the duration until a ‘reassessment’ JCA was conducted for the transition 

group, who entered before JCAs were introduced on 1 July 2006. This takes about two to 

three years on average. Importantly, the timing of JCAs for the transition group appears to 

correlate with their WCB, and is longer for those who are more restricted in work capacity. 

For that reason, it is crucial to further restrict the duration over which IS recipients are tracked 

to a time interval when most cases in the transition group would not yet have had a JCA. We 

will illustrate in the next section that a further restriction of the tracking period to two years, 

rather than the maximum of four years mentioned before, is most appropriate.  

 

6.2.Duration on Current Benefit and on Income Support 

As a first insight into the impact of the WTW reform on how long IS recipients stay on IS and 

how likely they are to leave, Table 12 shows the mean and median duration of all our sample 

members until they stop receiving the current benefit. Sample members still on their payment 

after four years are right-censored (we do not observe the end of their payment spell). The 

median duration on DSP for those with a WCB 8-14 is more than 4 years, both for entrants 

during and after the transition period. On average, they stay about 3.5 years on this benefit if 

we count right-censored spells at four years. The situation is very different for those with 

WCB 15-29. If they entered in the transition period and thus receive DSP, the median 

duration until they leave DSP is only 903 days and the average time is 874 days. Since their 

capacity to work is higher, it is not surprising that they would be more likely to leave DSP 

benefits, and do so faster. However, while the duration until the end of their benefit spell for 

those with WCB 15-29 is only 70% of the duration for those with WCB 8-14 before the 

WTW reform is fully implemented, i.e. when both groups receive the same benefits, the 

difference grows after the reform, when IS recipients with WCB 15-29 now receive NSA with 

attached activity requirements.  

 

                                                                                                                                                         
assessed under the DSP process rather than the NSA process for at least some of the cases where the individual 
is granted NSA rather than DSP.  
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Table 12 Mean and Median Duration in Benefit Receipt by Capacity to Work and 

Benefit Type, Days 

   Treatment 
group 

Control 
group 

   WCB 15-29  WCB 8-14  

after 
period 

01/07/2006 
30/06/2007 

benefit type NSA DSP 
Mean 642 1218 

Median 547 >1460 

before 
period 

11/05/2005 – 
30/06/2006 

benefit type DSP DSP 
Mean 874 1248 

Median 903 >1460 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

Figure 5 shows Kaplan-Meier survival functions for the different groups, i.e. it shows how 

many of those in our sample who start a benefit spell at any given day are still receiving the 

same benefit after one, two, three, ..., up to 1460 days. The difference between the solid line 

and the dotted line shows how different the treatment and the control group were when they 

were subject to the same benefit rules during the transition period. While about 87% of all 

WCB 8-14 DSP recipients are still receiving DSP two years after the beginning of their claim, 

the same is true for only 68% of the WCB 15-29 group, illustrating the difference in 

behaviour between both groups that is not due to differential treatment by the IS system (as 

both groups receive DSP at this time) but due to other differences such as their work capacity.  

Comparing this difference in behaviour before the reform to the difference after the reform 

(the short-dashed and the long-dashed line) we see that the gap has increased considerably. 

The pace at which IS recipients with WCB 8-14 stop receiving their benefit is almost identical 

before and after the reform (see the solid and the short-dashed line), because this group was 

not affected by the reform. But there is a large gap between those before and after the reform 

in the WCB 15-29 group. While 68% of those with a WCB 15-29 who receive DSP are still 

receiving their benefit two years after their spell started, only 36% of those with a WCB 15-29 

who receive NSA do so. This indicates that the WTW reform, by replacing DSP with NSA for 

this group of new claimants, created a strong incentive for IS recipients with WCB 15-29 to at 

least interrupt benefit receipt. 
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Figure 5 Kaplan-Meier ‘Survival’ Function for Receipt of Current Benefit 

 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

Note the strong decline in the dotted line – IS recipients with WCB 15-29 in the transition 

group – in the third year of benefit receipt. This coincides with the period when the 

reassessments took place, and is likely to be caused by this process. For the reasons outlined 

in the last subsection, we will thus track individuals over two years after their spell started in 

the remainder of this Section. 

Although Figure 5 suggests that the WTW reform created an incentive to leave benefit receipt 

quickly, it does not give us an insight into what the affected individuals do instead. Do they 

leave IS altogether and possibly take up employment? Or will they be shifted into other IS 

programs? Table 13 provides some general descriptive information on the destinations of 

those whose benefit spell ends by benefit type. 

The 7.7% probability for NSA recipients of not only leaving their benefit, but leaving IS 

altogether and still being off IS two years later, is only slighter higher than it is for the DSP 

recipients (5.7%). Much more likely is that NSA recipients leave NSA and start receiving 

DSP the very next day (30%) or leave NSA for some period of time, but return to NSA at 

some point within the next two years. 
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Table 13 Destinations for Those Who End a Period of Benefit Receipt 

Original benefit type: DSP NSA 

Spell has not ended after 2 years 82.0% 35.7% 

Spell has ended before end of 2nd year and   
Still off IS another two years later 5.7% 7.7% 

Start new spell the very next day  4.3% 29.9% 

Most frequent benefit type Age pension (93.8%) DSP (79.1%) 

Start new spell >1day and <2years later 8.0% 26.8% 

Most frequent benefit type DSP (87.5%) NSA (85.4%) 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

The analysis related to Figure 5 above does not control for differences in characteristics 

between the different groups which might themselves impact on durations on payment and on 

IS. To control for such factors we estimate the hazard function as described in Section 4.2: 

 

ℎ(𝑡) = ℎ0(𝑡) ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∙ 𝑋𝑖 + 𝛾0 ∙ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 + 𝛾1 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖 + 𝛿 ∙ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖) 

 

Recall that ℎ(𝑡) denotes the propensity of an event to happen on any given day if it has not 

happened before (called the hazard rate). Recall also that the events of interest here are a) that 

an IS recipient stops receiving their benefit type and starts receiving another benefit type the 

next day, or b) that an IS recipient stops receiving their benefit type and does not receive any 

other benefit the next day. Since only one of those events can happen at a time, they are 

‘competing risks’ and we estimate both hazard functions jointly. X contains all socio-

demographic characteristics listed in Table 5, 𝛾0 describes how outcomes for individuals with 

WCB 8-14 and WCB 15-29 differ regardless of any differential treatment across groups, 𝛾1 

describes how outcomes change over time regardless of any differential treatment over time, 

and finally 𝛿 describes the treatment effect itself.  

Table 14 shows key coefficients 𝛾0, 𝛾1and 𝛿 (exponentiated), and their standard errors, for 

both events: leaving the current benefit and moving to another benefit, and leaving IS. Unlike 

coefficients in standard regression models, exponentiated coefficients in a hazard function 

model are to be interpreted as multiplication factors rather than elements of a sum. In other 

words the exponentiated coefficient exp (𝛾0)= 2.516 means that the propensity to leave IS on 

any given day for an IS recipient with WCB 15-29 is 2.516 times as high as the same 
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propensity for an IS recipient with WCB 8-14, regardless of the point in time.25 Likewise, the 

propensity to leave IS on any given day is 1.396 times as high in the ‘after period’ than it was 

in the transition period, regardless of the WCB group. Finally, exp (𝛿)=1.205 means that the 

propensity to leave IS for recipients with WCB 15-29 is 1.205 times as high than it would 

have been without the reform. In other words, the WTW reform increased the daily propensity 

to leave IS by 20.5% for those with a WCB 15-29. This is a sizable effect in the desired 

direction. However, if we look at the rightmost column, we see that the analogous effect on 

the propensity to move onto another benefit type is substantially larger. IS recipients with 

WCB 15-29 who receive NSA are more than five times as likely to leave their benefit and 

start receiving another one than IS recipients with the same WCB were when they received 

DSP.   

Table 14 Estimation of the Probability of Leaving IS and the Probability of Moving to 

Other Payment Types – Key Coefficients 

 Leave IS Move to another benefit type  

 Exp. Coeff. (Std. Err.) Exp. Coeff. (Std. Err.) 

exp (𝛾0)  2.516 (.109)*** 1.986 (.179)*** 

exp (𝛾1) 1.396 (.051)*** 1.271 (.088)*** 

exp (𝛿) 1.205 (.071)*** 5.301 (.579)*** 

Log-likelihood  -56682.785 -18089.362 

# observations 35477 

***, **, * indicate significance on the  0.1%-level, 1%-level and 5%-level. Source: Research and Evaluation 
Database (RED), own calculations.  

These effects relate to the daily propensity of the event to happen: on the first day of IS 

receipt, the propensity to move on to another benefit type is five times as high than without 

the reform, on the second day it is again five times as high and so on. The effect thus 

accumulates over time, and Figure 6 shows this cumulative propensity, both for the event 

‘leave IS’ and the event ‘move to another benefit type’. 

 

 

                                                 
25 Consequently, it is more interesting to know whether the exponentiated coefficient is different from 1, rather 
than different from 0 as in most standard regression models. The stars in Table 14 (and likewise in all tables for 
hazard models in this report) indicate exactly that. 
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Figure 6 Predicted Probability of Leaving IS and Moving to Other Benefit Types 

 

 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

The cumulative probability of having left IS within two years for IS recipients with WCB 8-

14 and WCB 15-29 was 9.9% and 23.2% before the reform, when the two WCB groups were 

treated equally by the IS system; a difference of 13.3 percentage points. After the reform, 

when the two groups were treated differentially, these probabilities changed to 13.6% and 
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35.8%, a difference of 22.2 percentage points. The reform effect after two years in the 

difference-in-difference framework is thus 8.9 percentage points. In other words, the WTW 

reform has increased the probability of leaving IS within two years for at least one day, for 

those with a WCB 15-29, by almost nine percentage points. At the same time, the 

corresponding effect of the WTW reform on the probability of leaving the current benefit and 

moving to another benefit amounts to 14 percentage points.  

6.3.Duration off Income Support 

Given our findings in the last section, one obvious question is: how long do individuals who 

leave IS stay off IS? Do they find regular employment, for example, and become independent 

from IS on a long-term basis? Or do they leave IS for only a short period of time, becoming 

dependent on IS again shortly after? Restricted to sample members who had left IS for at least 

one day within two years after their IS spell started, we have estimated hazard rates for two 

competing events: a) returning on IS to the same benefit type and b) returning to IS to another 

benefit type. We track individuals and observe whether any of those two events happens to 

them or not for another two years after they had left IS. The hazard function is estimated 

analogous to the estimation in Section 6.2, with the same socio-demographic controls. Table 

15 shows exponentiated coefficients and standard errors. 

 

Table 15 Estimation of the Probability of Returning to the Same Benefit Type and the 

Probability of Returning to IS on Another Benefit Type – Key Coefficients 

 Return to same benefit type Return to other benefit type  

 Exp. Coeff. (Std. Err.) Exp. Coeff. (Std. Err.) 

exp (𝛾0)  .443 (.312)*** 3.065 (.413)*** 

exp (𝛾1) .962 (.044) .941 (.131) 

exp (𝛿) 3.187 (.276)*** .610 (.117)** 

Log-likelihood  -25860.683 -4076.7617 

# observations 5583 

***, **, * indicate significance on the  0.1%-level, 1%-level and 5%-level. Source: Research and Evaluation 
Database (RED), own calculations. 

As one would expect, the probability of return to IS on the same benefit type is lower for 

WCB 15-29 than for WCB 8-14 (as shown by exp (𝛾0)), in accordance with their higher work 

capacity and thus better chance to stay off IS for an extended period of time. Specifically, it is 
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less than half the propensity for those with WCB 8-14. There were no significant changes in 

the propensity to return to IS over time, as indicated by an exponentiated coefficient 

exp (𝛾1) very close to one. The impact of the WTW reform, however, is again strong. Given 

that an IS recipient with WCB 15-29 left IS for at least one day, his or her daily propensity to 

return back to IS is more than three times as high after the reform when they were receiving 

NSA, than was the case before the reform (receiving DSP). This is most plausibly explained 

by selection: before the reform, IS recipients with WCB 15-29 left IS only when they had a 

relatively high chance to stay off IS sustainably; after the reform IS recipients on NSA may 

have left IS in a broader set of circumstances, only to then return back relatively quickly. The 

cumulative probability of returning to IS is shown in Figure 7. 

The probability of returning to IS within two years after having left IS for recipients with 

WCB 15-29 more than doubled because of the WTW reform, to 70%. Half of the new NSA 

recipients who had left IS are back within six months – a point in time at which not even a 

quarter of the former DSP recipients with WCB 15-29 who had left IS had returned. This 

suggests that following the reforms some IS recipients are leaving IS whose difficulties in 

finding and sustaining employment may not have been solved for the longer term.26 

                                                 
26 This result is also in line with the employment patterns as described in Table 6, where the medium duration of 
labour market earnings receipt was considerably lower for NSA recipients than for DSP recipients, maybe 
caused by regulations regarding the amount of allowable earnings and taper-off rates. 
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Figure 7 Predicted Probability of Returning to the Same Benefit Type and the 
Probability of Returning to IS on Another Benefit Type 

 

 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

We find the opposite pattern for return to IS to another benefit type (which is substantially 

less likely for everybody): IS recipients with WCB 15-29 are substantially less likely to return 

to another benefit type when they receive NSA then when they receive DSP, as shown in the 

bottom panel of Figure 7. The probability of return to IS within two years but to another 
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benefit type has decreased for recipients with WCB 15-29 by about 7 percentage points 

because of the WTW reform. This again supports the previous conclusion: while return to IS 

seems to have been driven at least in part by new circumstances that require different forms of 

assistance before the WTW reform, it now appears less likely that return to IS is caused by 

such ‘new’ circumstances. Again this hints towards the conclusion that the increased chance 

of leaving IS for recipients with WCB 15-29 – as found in the last section – is not because the 

underlying employment barriers had been overcome. 

 

6.4. Analysis for Specific Subgroups  

We have repeated the analysis separately for IS recipients whose medical condition is a 

psychological or psychiatric condition, in order to see whether this sub-group is affected 

differently from the general population of IS recipients with a restricted capacity to work. 

Furthermore, we have repeated the analysis for a sub-group of IS recipients who have a 

medical condition that is FDTS, and are assessed as having an impairment of 20 points or 

more according to impairment tables. By carrying out this sensitivity check, we can explore to 

what extent our results might be confounded by different regulations regarding the work 

capacity assessments of DSP applicants and NSA applicants. As discussed in Section 3.3., 

JCAs for DSP purposes take account of only impairments arising from conditions that are 

FDTS and that cause an impairment of 20 points or more, while in JCAs for NSA purposes 

also non-FDTS conditions are considered for the assessment of a claimants work capacity. 

Consequently, claimants assessed for NSA purposes might have been assessed differently, 

had they instead been assessed for DSP purposes and vice versa. By restricting both groups to 

those who are assessed with 20 points or more on an impairment table and with a FDTS 

condition, we can increase the chance that our results are not caused by differences in the 

composition of both DSP recipients and NSA recipients (resulting from the fact that different 

types of conditions are taken into account in the WCB assessment), but that we truly identify 

the effect of a differential treatment of similarly composed groups. However, this procedure 

reduces the number of observations substantially, and is thus presented only as a robustness 

check, with our preferred estimator being the one on the entire group of IS recipients as 

described in Section 6.1.27 

                                                 
27 We have also repeated the estimation with an even further restricted group for estimation: those who have only 
FDTS conditions. The results are robust to this change. However, this reduces the number of observations even 
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6.4.1.  Duration On and Off Income Support for IS Recipients with Psychological 

and Psychiatric Conditions 

We find generally the same pattern as for the entire group of IS recipients in the relevant 

WCBs: the probability of leaving IS is increased by the WTW reform, but so is the 

probability of returning – and most often to the same benefit type. Figure 8 shows the 

probability of leaving IS altogether, analogous to the top panel of Figure 6, for this sub-group. 

With 7 percentage points (compared to 9 percentage points for the entire sample) the impact 

of the WTW reform is somewhat smaller, but not substantially. IS recipients with a WCB 15-

29 have a somewhat higher probability of leaving IS than the entire sample (both when they 

were receiving DSP as when they were receiving NSA), but this probability is affected by the 

WTW reform to a very similar extent. 

 

Figure 8 Predicted Probability of Leaving IS For Recipients with a Psychological or 

Psychiatric Condition 

 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
further, and the additional information is limited. We thus do not present the additional results here. They are 
available from the authors upon request. 
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Similarly, Figure 9 shows the probability of returning to the same benefit type within two 

years for IS recipients with a psychological or psychiatric condition who had left IS. The 

WTW reform’s effect on the probability of returning to the same benefit type is similar, but 

somewhat larger than for the entire sample of IS recipients. By and large, those with 

psychiatric and psychological conditions appear to follow the same behavioural pattern as 

those with other medical conditions, with a somewhat smaller positive and somewhat larger 

off-setting, negative effects of the WTW reform on their labour market position. 

 

Figure 9 Predicted Probability of Returning to the Same Benefit Type for Recipients 

with a Psychological or Psychiatric Condition 

 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

6.4.2. Duration On and Off Income Support for IS Recipients with FDTS conditions 

Repeating the estimation for a sub-group of IS recipients with FDTS conditions that result in 

an impairment rating of 20 points or more again shows very stable results.  It does not appear 

that our previous results are driven by differences in the assessment criteria for DSP 

applicants and NSA recipients, but rather by the differential treatment after the assessment. 

Figure 10 shows again the probability of leaving income support for treated and control group 

before and after the reform. The estimated WTW reform effect is now an 8 percentage point 
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increase in the probability of leaving income support within two years, compared to 9 

percentage points without the restriction to recipients with a FDTS condition. 

 

Figure 10 Predicted Probability of Leaving IS for Recipients with a FDTS Condition 

 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

 

Not only do we still find an increase in the probability of leaving income support within two 

years due to the reform, but we also still find a similarly increased probability of returning to 

the same benefit type after having left income support. This is shown in Figure 11: while only 

about 30% of those with a WCB 15-29 who left income support returned to the same benefit 

type within the next two years without the WTW reform, this is true for 60% after the WTW 

reform. Again this effect is very similar to the result when we do not restrict the estimation to 

recipients with a FDTS condition.  
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Figure 11 Predicted Probability of Returning to the Same Benefit Type for Recipients 

with a FDTS Condition 

 

Source: Research and Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

 

6.5.Labour Force Participation of IS Recipients with Disabilities 

Another desired outcome – helping to integrate individuals with disabilities in the work 

process – is to increase participation in employment while receiving IS. As outlined in section 

4.2, we estimate a series of linear probability models of the form: 

 

𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∙ 𝑋𝑖 + 𝛾0 ∙ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 + 𝛾1 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖 + 𝛿 ∙ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 ∙ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖    (1) 

 

where 𝑦𝑖 denotes four different outcome of interest: a) whether individual i has any earnings 

while receiving IS, b) the daily amount of his or her earnings if any, c) whether i receives 

part-rate payments, and d) whether i receives full-rate payments. Each of these four outcomes 

is measured at six, twelve and 24 months after i began to receive IS. Table 16 shows the 

coefficient 𝛿 and its standard error for each of those regressions. 
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Table 16 Estimation Results: The Effect of the WTW Reform on Employment Outcomes 
of IS Recipients 

 

𝑦𝑖 denotes... after 6 months 
of IS receipt 

after 12 months 
of IS receipt 

after 24 months 
of IS receipt 

 Coeff. 𝛿  
(Std. Err.) 

... whether individual has 
labour market earnings (in 
percentage points) 

-0.026*** 
(0.008) 

-0.025*** 
(0.009) 

-0.047*** 
(0.010) 

... the daily amount of 
earnings if any (in AUD) 

-6.16*** 
(2.02) 

-9.24*** 
(2.06) 

-6.06*** 
(2.09) 

... whether individual 
receives part-rate payments 
(in percentage points) 

-0.076*** 
(0.011) 

-0.090*** 
(0.012) 

-0.084*** 
(0.013) 

***, **, * indicate significance on the  0.1%-level, 1%-level and 5%-level. Source: Research and 
Evaluation Database (RED), own calculations. 

The WTW reform decreases the probability of an IS recipient having labour market earnings, 

the amount of earnings if they have any, and their probability of receiving part-rate payments 

instead of full-rate payments. Specifically, the probability of receiving labour market earnings 

decreases by 2.5 percentage points and 2.6 percentage points in the first year, and by 4.7 

percentage points in the second year. The group of IS recipients with earnings earns on 

average about A$6 to A$9 less than they would have in the absence of the reform. As a direct 

consequence of decreased earnings, the probability of receiving part-rate payments rather than 

full-rate payments decreases by 8 to 9 percentage points. Although we cannot test the specific 

mechanism behind these apparently negative effects, it seems implausible to assume that they 

are entirely driven by direct, causal effects on the labour market position of given individuals. 

It is more likely caused by changes in the composition of the group who do not leave IS. As 

we have seen before, a larger number of IS recipients leave IS at least for some period of time 

because of the WTW reform, most likely leaving those with the worst labour market prospects 

behind.  

 

7. Conclusions 

This report describes a specific group of IS recipients who are of particular interest to policy 

makers concerned with the design and delivery of policies relating to IS and labour market 

assistance for people with disability: individuals with a WCB of 15 to 29 hours per week who 

receive IS payments and are required to be actively looking for work. We compare this group 
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to two different ‘benchmarks’: IS recipients who receive the same benefits and are required to 

actively look for work, but who have full working capacity; and other IS recipients whose 

working capacity is equally (15 to 29 hours per week) or more restricted (8 to 14 hours per 

week) due to disability and who receive benefits with no such activity requirements. We have 

information on and describe the demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of these 

groups, their medical conditions, how long they have been on IS, and how characteristics and 

durations change over time. We then evaluate how the activity requirements introduced in the 

2006 WTW reform impacted on the duration on and off IS, and on the employment behaviour 

of this group. The following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis:  

 

1) On average, individuals with restricted capacity to work face multiple disadvantages. 

The group of IS recipients of interest is disadvantaged not only in terms of their medical 

impairments. The group is also relatively old and its members have a low level of general 

education, often no vocational qualification, and rarely have recent work experience. This is 

the case compared to the population of NSA recipients with full working capacity, whose 

members already are disadvantaged compared to the general population of working age in 

Australia. Multiple disadvantages in addition to the health impairments are likely to add 

additional challenges in (re-)integrating such clients into the labour market. 

2) Characteristics of IS recipients with a restricted capacity to work do not change much 

over time. 

The population appears quite stable in terms of medical conditions and socioeconomic 

characteristics over the period we examine (2005-2011). There are no obvious major trends in 

such compositional factors. 

3) The duration of income support dependency tends to be long for people with 

disability and restricted capacity to work. 

Compared to IS recipients with full working capacity, those with a WCB of <30 hours per 

week receive IS for a longer period of time, and the ‘ageing on income support’ of the 

population of interest suggests that, once on IS with a WCB <30 hours, exiting IS is relatively 

rare. The duration of IS spells is shorter for NSA recipients compared to DSP recipients with 

a similar assessed work capacity. 
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4) Labour market earnings are frequently received by IS recipients with restricted work 

capacity 

Moreover, labour market earnings are received over a relatively sustained duration. The 

median time for which earnings are reported in a continuous sequence of fortnights ranges 

between two months for IS recipients with WCB 30+ and no JCA to a year for DSP recipients 

with WCB 15-29. Women, older and lower educated IS recipients are more likely to have 

more sustained earnings, while men and the higher educated IS recipients earn higher 

amounts when they work. 

 

5) The WTW reform substantially increased the probability of leaving IS. 

The WTW reform increased the probability of leaving IS within two years for IS recipients 

with a WCB of 15-29 hours per week by nine percentage points. This can be interpreted as a 

causal effect because the methodology used – difference-in-differences – controls for 

differences in observed and (under reasonable assumptions) unobserved characteristics 

between those receiving the treatment and those not receiving the treatment that might also 

drive differences in outcomes.  

 

6) The WTW reform increased the probability of claiming other benefits even more. 

For clients with a WCB of 15-29 hours per week, while the probability to leave IS was 

increased by nine percentage points, the probability to leave the current benefit – either DSP 

before the reform or NSA after the reform – and switch to a different benefit was increased by 

14 percentage points. In the case of NSA recipients this is most often a move to DSP. 

 

7) If IS recipients with WCB 15-29 leave IS, they return to IS much faster than would 

have been the case without the reform, and usually to the same benefit type they had left 

before. 

In the absence of the WTW reform, the IS recipients with WCB 15-29 who left IS tended to 

stay off IS. Because of the reform, which boosted exits from IS, more than half of those who 

leave return within six months. They are more likely to return to the same benefit type than 

before, and less likely to return to another benefit type. One possible explanation is that their 
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departure from IS was, on average, not based on a long-term solution of the underlying 

barrier(s) to employment. 

 

8) On average, IS recipients with a WCB 15-29 who stay on IS are less likely to be 

employed, earn less and are more likely to receive full-rate payments than would have 

been the case without the WTW reforms. 

These effects are unlikely to represent negative causal effects of the reform on given 

individuals, and more likely to reflect differences in the characteristics of clients remaining on 

IS who wouldn’t have done so in the absence of the WTW reform. 
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Appendix: Additional Data Details 

Here we define the variables used in the analyses presented in the text and provide notes on 

their construction where necessary. These variables are drawn or derived from the RED 

unless otherwise specified.  

Variable Description 

Benefit type From Benefit History table 

Work Capacity Bandwidth (WCB) Derived from Job Capacity Assessments (JCA_NOP) table as maximum 
of current and future recorded capacity; where hours per week for 
diagnosed, treated and stabilised condition are recorded, WCB is 
maximum of these three variables. In all other cases WCB is taken as 
maximum of recorded values for current work capacity hours, future 
work capacity with mainstream intervention hours, and future work 
capacity with intervention hours, without taking into account future 
work capacity without any intervention. 

Due to the fact that earlier assessments did not separate 23-29 hours per 
week band, we consider bands 15-22 and 23-29 together as one, 15-29 
hours band. 

Medical condition Classified according to the data in Primary Medical Condition table. 
The medical condition was taken either from the (DSP) Primary 
Medical Condition table or from the Medical Details table, which 
records up to four conditions. Where a primary condition recorded 
before the reported date is available, it is used. This accounts for more 
than 85% of all DSP episodes and for about two thirds of NSA with 
WCB episodes. Otherwise, the permanent condition listed first in the 
Medical Details Table was assumed to be the primary condition. 
Primary conditions from the Primary Medical Condition Details Table 
are assumed to be permanent as long as there is no conflicting 
information in the Medical Details Table that states the condition is 
temporary. If no medical details are available for a given JCA, we 
assume that the condition from the previous medical assessment is still 
ongoing if i) this condition was permanent or recurrent; or ii) the 
preceding assessment was still pending at the time of the assessment 
with missing medical information. Temporary conditions from episodes 
that ended before JCA assessment were ignored.  

Age  
Age in years, derived using date of birth from Customer Demographic 
Details table 

Sex  Male or female , taken from Customer Demographic Details table 

ATSI 

Of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander origin. From Customer 
Demographic Details table, if it is recorded there; if status is not 
recorded there, but can be found in JSCI data, it is taken there. In case 
of conflicting records only data from Customer Demographic Details 
table is used. 
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Variable Description 

Marital status Derived from Partner History table 

Region of Residence Remoteness Derived from ZPRX variable in JSCI data  

Highest education Derived from Highest Completed Education Level table and JSCI data. 
In cases when information from two sources disagrees, the highest 
recorded is taken.  

Certificates recorded without level are treated as Certificate I and are 
grouped together with 10 or 11 years of schooling.  

Vocational Qualification 

Derived from JSCI data; it is not related to the highest education level, 
and divided into three categories: has a useful vocational qualification; 
doesn’t have a vocational qualification; has a qualification, but it is not 
useful. 

English Language Proficiency Derived from JSCI data 

Recent Work Experience 

Derived from JSCI data; experience recorded on assessments up to 2 
year prior is considered. Divided into categories: full-time work; regular 
part-time work for 8 hours per week or more; unemployment; other 
(including those out of labour force and with unpaid/irregular work). 

Housing Situation 

Derived from JSCI data, where it is recorded as “stable” (lived in secure 
accommodation during last year), “Primary homeless” (without 
conventional accommodation, i.e. squatting, living in a tent, sleeping 
rough), “Secondary homeless” (living in a boarding house, in an 
emergency accommodation and similar arrangements) 

Access to Transport 
Derived from JSCI data: if customer has own private transport, or has 
an access to other private transport, or has to rely on public transport 
only. 

Duration of income support 
Years a customer spent up to date on IS continuously; derived from 
Benefit History table. 

Labour market earnings 

Derived from Variable Earnings and Continuous Earnings tables. DSE 
earnings indicator means that for the same period the customer had 
earnings are reported in DSE Variable Earnings or DSE Continuous 
Earnings table. In majority of the cases when DSE earnings are 
reported, these seem to be the only earnings that the person had, but in 
about one third of the cases DSE earnings represent only a half of total 
earnings, if we can rely on information recorded in “Daily Amount” 
variable in the tables. The customer is counted as combining IS and 
labour market earnings if earnings are reported during a suspension 
period of IS. 
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